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Executive summary:
This report is produced during the work with the NORDTEST/NICe project “Methods
for V&V of time triggered embedded systems”.
The report consists of the following parts:
• Validation process and safety life cycle of embedded systems
• Time triggered concept and its implications on the required design process
• Validation of time triggered communication systems
The project has been a joint project between SP Swedish National testing and Research
Institute and VTT Finland during 2004 and 2005.
The safety lifecycle of communication systems resembles the common safety lifecycle
as introduced in IEC 61508. The methods used in design process of programmable
systems are applicable also for communication systems. However, when looking at the
details of communication systems some communication specific risks and defensive
methods can be seen. Communication systems cannot be validated without considering
these specific risks and defensive methods.
The main objectives of this report have been to increase the reader’s knowledge in timetriggered communication and inform about how such systems could be used in safety
related applications. To reach this objective the report has pointed out a number of
important issues:
•
•
•
•

Walkthrough of relevant standards
Safety properties of dependable systems
Different topologies and implementations
How to validate embedded communication

The main result of this report is to give guidance on how to use time-triggered
embedded systems in the design of safety related communication systems and especially
inform about how such systems could be validated by giving a number of validation
methods. The results could be used by both companies that develop communication
systems and companies that use this technology in a complete system.
Besides this we have presented some of the most critical issues that exist when a time
triggered communication system is built. We have discussed different failure modes and
how these can be avoided. We have discussed several different system set-ups for
varying dependability requirements, from a single wire broadcast bus to a star coupler
with two independent channels. We have furthermore presented and discussed about the
vulnerabilities of time triggered communication systems. What is the best topology and
system for a designer of a distributed embedded system which is safety critical?
The time triggered concept seems to have enabled a way to implement dependability
into safety critical applications that can serve as a good foundation for future
development of complex embedded distributed systems. But before this can be fully
true it is important to mature the concept. One way to do this is to increase and develop
the amount of suitable design advice and standards concerning for example what
topology, architecture etc to use to reach a certain safety integrity level.
Some people would, because of the matured technology, still advocate for eventtriggered systems. There are, after all, ways to achieve more deterministic CAN based
IV

systems than a pure event-triggered implementation. Also, recent initiatives show that
there are still plenty of issues that need to be address more by the time triggered
community, issues such as partitioned processors serving several applications and
reliability issues.
Today most systems use one computer node for one function which implies a high cost
and a higher degree of complexity when many functions shall cooperate through a
communication mean. In the future it is more likely that many different functions are
handled by each node.
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1

Introduction

As more and more functions get implemented by use of embedded distributed systems the
demands for a process to verify and validate the behaviour of the systems increases. This report
gives an overview of safety considerations relating to distributed embedded systems. Some
safety-related principles of distributed systems are shown, and the design process is described.
The design process is related to the safety lifecycle as introduced in [5]. The most important
phases in the process are risk assessment, safety design and safety validation. For risk
assessment this report introduces communication-related risks. Some common defensive
methods against the risks and the validation process are described. When validating
communication systems it is important to consider if the adequate defensive methods are
applied.
Since the day the first application was designed to be controlled by programmable electronics,
methods to validate the behaviour have grown in importance, especially when safety is an issue.
Today some systems are so complex that the validation process has become a significant part of
the design and development process, if not the biggest.
In the beginning of the evolution the systems were not especially complex and the
communication and application intelligence was concentrated to and coordinated by one central
computer, master (sometimes redundant), thus simpler to verify and validate. A second step that
increased the effort needed for verification and validation significantly was taken when the
system intelligence and communication became distributed to all nodes connected to the
communication mean. At this stage issues such as membership agreement and
acknowledgement had to be reliably addressed and investigated.
As the application field grown to include also highly safety critical applications, the need for
ultra dependable systems was introduced. Event-triggered systems were as a result of this not
found to be deterministic enough in many fields to allow an accurate and dependable definition
of the system state at any time. This was especially intricate in the presence of all new fault
modes that were possible. This lead to that time triggered system, so called TDMA, Time
Division Multiple Access, was introduced. All nodes sent messages periodically according to a
scheme.
The introduction of these time triggered systems has been promising so far, although the
understanding of time triggered systems, its virtues and disadvantages are still fairly unknown to
the distributed real-time systems community.
This report is intended to briefly present the time triggered concept, its failure modes and
architecture from a perspective where simplification of the validation process of a specific
safety critical application is the scope. It furthermore presents some pros and cons of different
implementations and topologies.

1.1

Definition of System

The basic distributed system includes resources for data communication between at least two
physically distributed entities or rather computer nodes. These nodes usually consist of a
communication controller, which handles the bus access, transmission and reception of
messages and a host processor which handles the message exchange with the communication
controller and executes the application. These two building blocks may or may not be
implemented on the same chip. The node is furthermore usually equipped with various
peripherals (actuators and sensors).
The communication between the nodes in the system must usually be refined to qualify for a
specific level of dependability. One important part of this is the scheduling of data, which must
be stringently planed to avoid message collisions that could result in a loss of information, and
data integrity checks to avoid inconsistencies in the system. Finally, the tasks must be able to be
executed in a timely way to qualify the system for real time applications.
A traditional way to plan the data traffic has traditionally been to schedule the traffic according
to an event-triggered paradigm, where nodes will try to process message sending on an
immediate basis, using collision avoidance mechanisms, (instead risking delayed messages
when access is desired by two equally critical nodes or messages). Time triggered systems on
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the other hand cannot send upon immediate request but must wait until the dedicated time is
reached, usually on a periodic basis.
The two presented paradigms have their respective own pros and cons, but both have in
common that they are utilized in complex systems where verification and validation of
dependability and real-time properties are very important, especially if the system is intended
for safety critical applications. Time triggered systems have usually been considered more
dependable and easier to verify than event-triggered systems. This belief is strongly supported
by the recent development of several time-triggered concepts intended for safety critical
applications.
The paradigm itself is however no guarantee that a dependable system can be achieved and that
all faults and error can be contained to avoid system failures of the application.

1.2

Limitations

This report will not focus on application issues (higher layer issues), e.g. software to handle for
example diagnosis, consistency etc of a dependable system to further increase the fault and error
containment. However, we will refer to fault handling mechanism and redundancy, as described
in the literature, to handle some specific conditions.
It is furthermore not within the scope of this report to present validation tools that could be
utilized verifying and validating a time triggered protocol. But it is worth to mention that fault
injection-methods have been shown to be very important to argue about rare behaviours of the
system, e.g. to present coverage arguments. It is furthermore very hard to predict the
performance of the system without stressing the system with for example heavy-ions or
software implemented fault injection, SWIFI.
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1.3

Terms and definitions

Byzantine error: A Byzantine error occurs if a number of receivers receive different
(conflicting) values about a real-time entity at some point in time. Some or all of these values
are incorrect.
Common cause failure: Failure, which is the result of one or more events, causing coincident
failures of two or more separate channels in a multiple channel system, leading to system
failure.
Communicating processes: Communicating processes can be described as a set of concurrent
processes that access common variables, or that respond to signals or parameters received from
other processes.
Concurrency: In systems containing two or more computers, independent processing entities
can execute simultaneously on separate processors. The concept of two or more processes
operating simultaneously leads to the notion of concurrency. Processes can operate with true
concurrency if their executions overlap in time on separate processors. If the processes share
one processor, they operate with apparent concurrency. No distinction shall be done in this
work, between true and apparent concurrency.
Cyclic redundancy checking: A method of checking for errors in data that has been
transmitted on a communications link. A sending device applies a 16- or 32-bit polynomial to a
block of data that is to be transmitted and appends the resulting cyclic redundancy code (CRC)
to the block. The receiving end applies the same polynomial to the data and compares its result
with the result appended by the sender. If they agree, the data has been received successfully. If
not, the sender can be notified to resend the block of data.
Dependability: Trustworthiness of a computer system such that reliance can justifiably be
placed in the service it delivers. The service delivered by a system is its behaviour, as its users
perceive it; a user is another system (human or physical), which interacts with the former.
Diversify: Different means of performing a required function. Example Diversity may be
achieved by different physical methods or different design approaches.
Dynamic risk: Dynamic risk means risk that some properties of the program fail during the
program execution so that the program is unable to perform safety function
E/E/PE: Electrical/electronic/programmable electronic.
E/E/PES: Electrical/electronic/programmable electronic system.
Error: Part of a system state that is liable to lead to a subsequent failure. Manifestation of a
fault in the system
Event-triggered system: A real-time computer system is event-triggered (ET) if all
communication and processing activities are triggered by an event other than a clock tick.
Fail active: The ability of a system to recover and continue execution after the occurrence of a
failure.
Fail halt: The ability of a system to stop after the occurrence of a failure.
Fail-operational (FO): The ability of a system to continue to deliver service in degraded mode
and with known safety risks after the occurrence of a failure.
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Fail-safe (FS): The ability of a system to reach a safe state after the occurrence of a failure.
Fail-silent: A subsystem is fail-silent if it either produces a correct result or no result at all.
Fail soft: The ability of a system to enter a safe state and continue to deliver service in degraded
mode after the occurrence of a failure.
Fail passive: The ability of a system to close down after the occurrence of a failure.
Fail stop: The ability of a system to signal a failure and then stop after the occurrence of a
failure.

Fault, error and failure
The basic concepts for dependable computer-based systems are fault, error and failure. Since
long they are defined and established in research on fault-tolerant computer systems. In certain
respects the terminology differs from the standards for software engineering and for reliability.
This is quite natural as the prime interest when studying dependable systems is the handling of
defects in a computer-based system
A fault is an impairment that exists in the system or in the usage of a system. A fault can be a
design defect, an illegal input or a hardware failure. Normally a fault is dormant and if never
activated it will never affect the behaviour of the system. Users can perceive a system as
perfectly reliable if the faults never are activated and the system always behaves as expected
and specified. If a fault is activated it will cause an error in the system, which means that the
status of the system deviates from the designer’s intention. If this erroneous state affects the
external behaviour the system fails in giving service according to specification and we have a
failure.
Faults are always hidden. Only errors can be detected as they in other engineering disciplines
can be quantified. Once an error is detected we can:
confine it, so the damage will not spread,
diagnose it, so we know what measures to take to and
treat it, so we can restore the system to its normal state.
If we do not succeed in error detection and recovery, the error may propagate over the system
boundary and cause a failure.

An execution thread
leading to a failure
An execution thread
perceived as normal
An execution thread
perceived as normal
Activated or
triggered
A fault

Error

Failure

The fundamental fault – error – failure chain.
11

The system border

The notion of fault, error and failure is recursive. A failure in a component of a system is a fault
on the next higher level. A failure in an integrated circuit may cause an output signal to be stuck
at zero, which is a fault in circuit board. A programmer’s failure in writing correct source code
for a program results in a fault in the running program.

. . . FAILURE

Adjudged or
hypothesised
cause

System
internal
effect

User
perceived
effect

FAULT

ERROR

FAILURE

Activation
(internal)
Occurrence
(external)

FAULT . . .

Deviation of
delivered
service from
compliance to
system
specification

Fault - fault, bug, defect, mistake, et c
Failure - failure, crash, breakdown, malfunction, denial of service et c

The hierarchical relationship between failure and fault

Fault-tolerance: Ability of a functional unit to continue to perform a required function in the
presence of faults or errors.
FCS (frame checking sequence): See cyclic redundancy check.
Firm deadline: A deadline for a result is firm if the result has no utility after the deadline has
passed.
FMEA: Failure mode and effects analysis.
FO/FS: Fail-operational / fail-safe. A system is FO/FS if it continues to give service according
to its specifications in the presence of one failure, but returns to a safe state in the presence of
two failures.
FO/FO: Fail-operational / fail-operational. A system is FO/FO if it continues to give service
according to its specifications in the presence of two failures.
FTA: Fault tree analysis.
Functional safety: Part of the overall safety relating to the EUC and the EUC control system
which depends on the correct functioning of the E/E/PE safety-related systems, other
technology safety-related systems and external risk reduction facilities.
Hard deadline: A deadline for a result is hard if a failure can cause loss of the safety
function(s) in case the deadline is missed.
Hard real-time system: A real-time computer system that must meet at least one hard deadline.
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Hazard: A hazard is an undesirable condition that has the potential to cause or contribute to an
accident.
HazOp: Hazard in Operation Analysis
Jitter: The jitter is the difference between the maximum and the minimum duration of an action
(processing action, communication action).
Maintainability (of a machine): Ability of machine to be maintained in a state which enables it
to fulfil its function under conditions of intended use, or restored into such a state, the necessary
actions (maintenance) being carried out according to specified practices and using specified
means.
Mutual exclusion: Mutual exclusion is an abstraction of the synchronization problem. Mutual
exclusion allows only one process at a time to access the shared data or resources within its
critical section.
Processes: Processes are defined as functional or logical elements in a decomposition of a realtime system.
Real-time system: A real-time computer system is a computer system in which the correctness
of the system behaviour depends not only on the logical results of the computations, but also on
the physical time when the results are produced.
Reliability: Dependability with respect to the continuity of service. Measure of continuous
correct service delivery. Measure of the time to failure.
Risk: Risk is the product of hazard severity and hazard probability. The severity of a hazard is
the worst-case damage of a potential accident related to the hazard.
Safety: Dependability with respect to the non-occurrence of dangerous failures. Measure of
continuous delivery of either correct service or incorrect service after benign failure.
Safety case: A safety case is a combination of a sound set of arguments supported by analytical
and experimental evidence substantiating the safety of a given system.
Safety-critical system: A system where a failure can cause damage on persons, property or the
environment.
Safety integrity: The probability of a safety-related system satisfactorily performing the
required safety functions under all the stated conditions within a stated period of time.
Safety integrity level (SIL): Discrete level (one out of a possible four) for specifying the safety
integrity requirements of the safety functions to be allocated to the E/E/PE safety-related
systems, where safety integrity level 4 has the highest level of safety integrity and safety
integrity level 1 has the lowest.
Safety lifecycle: Necessary activities involved in the implementation of safety-related systems,
occurring during a period of time that starts at the concept phase of a project and finishes when
all the safety-related systems are no longer available for use.
Safety-related system: A system that:
• implements the required safety functions necessary to achieve a safe state for the
equipment under control, EUC, or to maintain a safe state for the EUC; and
• is intended to achieve, on its own or with other safety-related systems, the necessary
level of safety integrity for the implementation of the required safety functions.
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Security: Dependability with respect to the prevention of unauthorized access and/or handling
of information.
Soft deadline: A deadline for a result is soft if the result has utility even after the deadline has
passed.
Soft real-time system: A real-time computer system that is not concerned with any hard
deadline.
Software isolation: Software isolation is method that separates COTS software from other
software. The method can be based on software or hardware.
Static Risk: Static risk means risk that some properties of the program fail because of defective
initialisation in the beginning of the program execution so that the program is unable to perform
its safety functions.
Synchronisation: The mechanism used to satisfy the timing constraints of two communicating
processes and the protection of access to shared data.
System: A system is a collection of object, called parts, which are correlated in some way.
Time-triggered system: A real-time computer system is time-triggered (TT) if all
communication and processing activities are initiated at predetermined points in time at an a
priori designated tick of a clock.
Trap Door: A trap door is a link to an other part of a program which is unknown to the program
developer and which may introduce an extra risk.
Voter: A voter is a unit that detects and masks errors by accepting a number of independently
computed input messages, and delivers an output message that is based on the analysis of the
inputs.
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2

Distributed embedded systems

2.1

Embedded systems

In distributed embedded systems a shared connection between nodes (or devices) is used for
communication. In a single communication line there can be only one node sending at a time.
Therefore a method to avoid collisions is needed. A time triggered system solves this collision
problem by using periodic messages. Each node has its own time slice when it can send
messages and all other nodes listen. The synchronization of the nodes needs to be accurate.
When using event-triggered communication any node can send a message on the bus when the
bus is free. A message is sent e.g. when a sensor value changes. A problem arises when two
units simultaneously start to send. They must detect the collision and have a common strategy to
recover from the collision. There are the following strategies to avoid collisions:
CSMA - Carrier Sense Multiple Access - This is the principle used in event-triggered systems.
A node that is about to send a message checks if the bus is available or busy - it senses if the bus
is occupied by another message (carrier sense). If the bus is available it starts sending while
continue sensing the carrier. If two nodes start sending simultaneously they both recognize the
collision by sensing the carrier. There are two principles to handle the collision:
CA - Collision Avoidance - Access to the bus is granted to the unit with the highest priority and
the other unit backs off.
CD - Collision Detect - Both units back off if they detect a collision. After some time chosen by
an algorithm they try again to get access to the bus.
TDMA – Time Division Multiple Access - This principle is used in time triggered systems. The
communication is cyclic and a cycle is divided in a number of time-slots. All communication
between the units in a network is scheduled in advance. Every unit has access to the bus only in
predetermined time-slots [3].
System

Node 1

Node 2

I/O hardware

Node 3

I/O hardware

RAM

OS
CPU

RAM

OS
CPU

PROM

Application

I/O hardware

Protocol

Protocol

PROM

Application

EEPROM

Protocol

CPU

PROM

Application

RAM

OS

EEPROM
Protocol
Protocol
Protocol

EEPROM
Protocol
Protocol
Protocol

Bus

Figure 1. A model of a common distributed system [Hérard et. al. 2003].
Figure 1 shows a model of a typical distributed system. Each node in the system has access to
the bus. Each node use similar protocols to communicate with each other. All nodes include a
CPU, memory and software. Furthermore, the nodes may have other connections to input (e.g.
sensors or controls) or output (e.g. relays or controllers).
Figure 2 shows an example how three nodes may send messages. In event triggered system the
order may vary depending on how often and how urgent messages the nodes are sending. In
time triggered system, basically, a node may send only when it is its turn.
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EVENT-TRIGGERED SYSTEM
NODE A

messages
in order

NODE B

A

C

C

NODE C

B

A

C

B

C

TIME-TRIGGERED SYSTEM
NODE A

messages
in order

NODE B

A

B

C

NODE C

A

B

C

A

B

Figure 2. Example how nodes send messages in event-triggered and time-triggered systems.

2.2

Communication protocols

2.2.1

CAN

CAN-bus is a standard field bus, which is not meant for safety purposes. However many safety
busses are structured on CAN-bus. CAN bus is provided with some methods (e.g. 15 bit CRC),
which can protect against many threats.
CAN – Control Area Network – is the best known example of a CSMA/CA system. It is
originally intended for automotive applications, but, nowadays, it is used in several different
machines.
The Controller Area Network (CAN) is a serial communication protocol which supports
distributed real-time control applications. CAN is a multi-master, broadcast protocol with
collision detection and a resolution mechanism based on message priorities. I.e. each message
on the CAN bus has a unique priority and is only transmitted from a single node on the bus. In
particular CAN is used in higher layer protocol for automotive applications, e.g. SAE J1939
protocol [10] that has become a ‘de facto’ standard for commercial trucks manufacturers
throughout the world. Another example is Volcano [11]. Thus, CAN is used in automotive
electronics such as engine control modules, transmission control modules, anti brake-lock
systems and anti skid systems, just to mention a few, with bit rates up to 1 Mbps [12].

2.2.2

Profisafe

Profisafe is an example of master/slave (polling) system. Master controls communication and it
prevents collisions. Profisafe is so-called safety bus. It is provided with additional safety
features compared to standard busses. It is validated according to SIL 3 in IEC 61508 and
category 4 in EN 954-1. In Profisafe bus all communication is between master node and slave
nodes. During a cycle each slave node communicates with master node. The response time of a
Profisafe bus is well-defined.
Table 1 describes principles how Profisafe is tackling message related risks.
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Table 1. Profisafe methods against message-related threats. [Alanen et. al. 2004]
Against

Description

Repetition

Profisafe uses 1 bytes long source based consecutive number to identify the message. CRC2 is
calculated across watchdog time and therefore old messages are detected.

Deletion

Consecutive number helps to detect that a message is missing. It is expected that the messages are
sent at certain intervals and also acknowledgements are expected. Since the messages are sent
periodically the message is repeated soon and old information is overwritten.

Insertion

Insertion of a message can be detected in several ways depending on the message. The message
may have wrong consecutive number, it is not sent at correct time, the addresses, password address
and CRC2 (calculated also across addressees) may be wrong.

Incorrect
sequence

Consecutive number reveals the wrong sequence. Since the messages are repeated periodically any
wrong message is overwritten quickly.

Corruption

16 bit CRC (up to 12 byte messages) or 32 bit CRC (up to 122 byte messages) detects failures in
failsafe messages. In addition there is also 2 byte FCS (frame checking sequence) provided by
Profibus. The Hamming distance in standard Profibus is 4.

Timing errors

The messages are supposed to be received at certain time and also acknowledgement should come
at right time. Also consecutive number may reveal an error.

Masquerade

The structure of standard Profibus message is simpler than Profisafe message. The message can be
detected by message type, addresses, password address, watchdog timer, consecutive number,
CRC2 and time expectation with acknowledgement. The messages are repeated and therefore old
message is overwritten quickly.

Inconsistency

All messages have only one receiver and therefore only two modules share the information. Each
message needs also an acknowledgement.

Profisafe is constructed on standard Profibus DP. Both Profibus and Profisafe modules can be in
the same network and their messages resemble each other. However, inside Profisafe messages
in the process data there is added information that ensures the correct communication. Figure 3
shows how the safety information is integrated into the standard message. The first row shows
standard messages, which are sent in a sequence. The second row shows, what is inside a single
message. The third row shows how the safety information is located inside the standard process
data of a single message. The added safety features in this example are: fail-safe data, status,
consecutive number and CRC2. The fail-safe data is the actual failsafe message, status can
express e.g. a failure, consecutive number makes it possible to control correct sequence of the
messages and CRC2 increases the effectiveness of the basic FCS (frame checking sequence).
FCS or CRC2 monitors the underlined blocks (see Figure 3). Profibus uses also CRC1 and
CRC3 for monitoring the bus system. CRC1 is 2 bytes long and it is calculated across Fparameters (failsafe parameters), such as password address, watchdog time, CRC2 length, SIL
(safety integrity level) and profile. It is calculated at least daily and it gives a base value for
calculating CRC2. CRC3 is 2 bytes long and it is calculated across individual device
parameters, such as the detection zone of a safety device or the constant speed of a motor. It
may give a value for calculating CRC1. In standard messages only CRC2 and FCS is sent to
monitor the message integrity.
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Standard message frame

S

S

S
Function code

Message length

S

FCS
Data

Addresses

Starting bits

S

Stop bits

max. 244 Bytes

CRC2

Status
Consecutive number

Process data

Failsafe data

12-122 Bytes 1 Byte 1 Byte

2/4 Bytes

Figure 3. The structure of a Profisafe standard message.
The Profisafe modules have hardware and software based safety features in input, output and
safety logic operations. Therefore the modules differ from ordinary Profibus modules. All
modules are certified. In Profisafe some parts, such as ASICs, bus drivers, lines, repeaters, links
and the slave interface of modular slaves, are not considered to be safety relevant and such parts
can be the same as in standard Profibus. [Barthel 1999, Hietikko 2004]

2.2.3

TTP/C

The Time triggered Protocol, TTP/C, based on Time triggered Architecture (TTA) is designed
for safety-critical systems, like steer-by-wire and brake-by-wire systems. It is well suited for
any safety-relevant distributed control systems where the continuous state of the system is the
safe state and where the system is characterised as a hard real-time system.
The TTP/C specification addresses safety by applying fixed scheduling of messages. A fault
tolerant clock synchronisation algorithm arranges global time base needed for the time triggered
operation. A bus guardian protects against the babbling-idiot fault mode.
Another property concerning safety is the support for scalable redundancy. The communication
channels may be duplicated. Furthermore, the nodes may also be duplicated or replicated.
However, the system may include nodes that are not replicated and nodes that use only one bus
to transfer its data.
TTP/C also addresses membership (node guarding) issues. The nodes of the system monitor the
status of other nodes and report it to the bus. Therefore, a node that does not know itself to be
faulty can notice its faultiness from the feedback of the other nodes.
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2.2.4

Flexray

FlexRay provides a deterministic protocol with time triggered architecture, but it also allows
event-triggered communication. The time triggered part is similar to that of TTP/C and the
event-triggered (or asynchronous) part is based on BMW’s ByteFlight protocol. The time
triggered communication needs a global time, which is realised with the help of a fault tolerant
midpoint algorithm. FlexRay also provides redundancy and bus guardian strategy to detect and
tolerate bus faults.

2.2.5

TTCAN

TTCAN does not change the CAN frame structure nor the basic protocol, but defines a
mechanism to schedule messages in regard to a synchronisation message. TTCAN also enables
the transfer of event-triggered messages.

3

Relevant standards

Some standards show guidelines how to achieve state of the art distributed systems. These
standards define the systems to make them compatible with each other similar systems. Other
group of standards are considering functional safety of distributed systems. The following
chapters give some information about EN 1050, IEC 61508 and EN 50159-2.

3.1

EN 1050

The risk assessment process according to EN 1050 is presented in Feil! Fant ikke
referansekilden.. First the use and the limits of using the object to be analyzed need to be
defined. After that hazards are defined and the related risks are estimated and evaluated. If the
risk is not tolerable then the object or the limits need to be modified.
Start

Determination of the limits

Risk analysis

Hazard detection

Risk
assessment

Risk estimation
Risk evaluation
Is the risk tolerable
No

Risk reduction

End

Figure 4. Risk assessment process.
After the evaluation of all risks safety requirement specification can be created. In the
specification there have to be at least one requirement against a relevant risk. Quite often some
requirements are defined because a customer, standard or experience shows the need for the
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specific requirement (see Feil! Fant ikke referansekilden.). These requirements are derived
from risk analysis made by someone else.

3.2

IEC 61508

IEC 61508-2 (clause 7.4.8) sets the following requirements for data communication:
When any form of data communication is used in the implementation of a safety function then
the probability of undetected failure of the communication process shall be estimated taking into
account transmission errors, repetitions, deletion, insertion, resequencing, corruption, delay and
masquerade. According to the standard this probability shall be taken into account when
estimating the probability of dangerous failure of the safety function due to random hardware
failures. When considering the mentioned threats, only for corruption a failure rate can really be
calculated when the bit error rate (due to disturbances) for the used media is known. The other
mentioned threats resemble more systematic failures and the failure rate is often considered to
be comparable with the failure rate of corruption. The term masquerade means here that the true
contents of a message are not correctly identified. For example, a message from a non-safety
component is incorrectly identified as a message from a safety component.
In particular, the following parameters shall be taken into account when estimating the
probability of failure of the safety function due to the communication process:
a) the residual error rate (see IEV 371-08-05);
b) the rate of residual information loss (see IEV 371-08-09);
c) the limits, and variability, of the rate of information transfer (bit rate);
d) the limits, and variability, of the information propagation delay time.
It can be shown that the probability of a dangerous failure per hour is equal to the quotient of
the residual error probability and the message length (in bits) multiplied by the bus transmission
rate for safety-related messages and a factor of 3600. Further information can be found in IEC
60870-5-1 and in EN 50159-1 and EN 50159-2.”

3.3

EN 50159-2

EN 50159-2 can be applied to safety related electronic systems that use an open transmission
system for communication purposes.
EN 50159-2 gives a more detailed view of the fault assumption of digital communications than
EN 50159-1. It introduces a set of communication threats as well as a set of defences against the
threats. The threats and the defences are discussed in detail so that the communication system
designer can find a practical guidance for his work. Feil! Fant ikke referansekilden. describes
the threats and defences for threats given in EN 50159-2.
Table 2. Threats/defences matrix given in EN 50159-2.
Defences
Sequence
Number

Time
stamp

Repetition

X

X

Deletion

X

Insertion

X

Resequence

X

Threats

Time
out

Source and
destination
Identifier

Feedback
message

Identification
Proc.

X 2)

X 1)

X 1)

Cryptographic
techniques

X 3)

X

X

Corruption
Delay

Safety
code

X

X

Masquerade
Notes:
1) Application dependent

X 1)
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X 1)

X 3)

2) Only applicable for source identifier
Will only detect insertion from invalid source
If unique identifiers cannot be determined because of unknown users, a cryptographic technique shall be used, see
clause 6.3.8.
3) See section 7.3 and annex A2 (of 50159-2)

4

Safety properties of dependable systems

4.1

Properties

It can be assumed that if a communication system is functioning normally it does not cause
harms. The problems arise when there is a fault. Therefore it is important in safety-related
communication systems to consider faults.
There are four primary techniques to take care of faults [Hérard et. al. 2003]:
fault avoidance (e.g. good development practices, robustness),
fault tolerance (e.g. fault detection and error handling procedures),
fault removal (e.g. inspections and testing),
fault forecasting (e.g. testing together with statistical methods).
The techniques can be used together and usually several techniques are needed.
Figure 5 exemplifies how a fault in software may consequence in a program failure.
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[Program
start]
This is the normal state.
The program is running
and provides service
according to the specification

Faulty
program
running

[ Error overwritten]

[ Fault triggered]

[Error undetected
Service unaffected]

[ Error treatment succeeded
Normal state recovered]
Erroneous
program
running
[Error detected]

[Error undetected
Error propagated across
system border]

Error
treatment
[ Error treatment failed
Error progagated across
system border]

Program
failure
[Program
termination]

Figure 5. Process how a fault may end to a failure in a program [Hérard et. al. 2003].

4.1.1

Fault tolerance

Fault tolerance is a common way to prevent faults from causing failures. A fault tolerant system
can deliver correct service in the presence of active faults. Faults that lead to errors need to be
treated by error handling procedures. Error handling procedures may consist of:
error detection; first error need to be detected,
error location; error need to be located and isolated,
error containment; error need to be isolated or spreading need to be stopped,
error correction; correct state restored and wrong values may be replaced,
error recovery; turn the system into well defined state. [Hérard et. al. 2003]

4.1.2

Fail safe

A fail safe system does not turn to dangerous operational state in a case of a failure. However,
failures are acceptable if they occur in a predefined safe way. In the system there is effective
error detection and handling system or in a case of an error always a safety procedure is
performed. It is possible that a fail safe system is not reliable if it fails to safety very often
because safety and reliability are not the same matter.
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4.1.3

Robustness

Robustness is the degree to which a system or component can function correctly in the presence
of invalid inputs or stressful environmental conditions. [Hérard et. al. 2003, IEEE standard
glossary]

4.2

Principles

4.2.1

Redundancy

Redundancy covers means, in addition to the means which would be sufficient, for a functional
unit to perform a required function or for data to represent information [IEC 61508-4]. In
electrical (non-programmable) systems redundancy is often considered to cover only totally or
partly duplicated or multiplied systems (EN 60204-1).

4.2.2

Diversity

Diversity here means that a function is realised in two or more different ways. Diversity needs
redundancy to be applied. For example, diverse software appears, when software (for channel
one) is designed by one team and duplicated software (for channel two) is designed by another
team.

4.2.3

Determinism

A deterministic system has predictable behaviour in both value domain and time domain. In the
time domain, determinism means that response on a stimulus occurs within a given time delay
with a given maximum deviation. Determinism in the value domain implies that a response to a
given stimulus always complies with the specifications which require a fault tolerant system.
[Hérard et. al. 2003]
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5

Risks related to embedded communication

Figure 6 shows an example how a single transient failure may lead to losing a node. Figure 7
shows how basic failures may propagate into system failures. In all communication system
faults there is basic fault in the beginning and it leads to message error. Message error may
cause a communication system fault. After a basic failure (cause for risk to a message error) a
message is usually deleted. The system detects that the message is incorrect (corrupted) and
therefore it is neglected (deleted). Usually a corrupted message is detected and deleted by a
safety code. For example, by using a 16 bit safety code the probability for that a corrupted
message is not detected is about 1 out of 65536 (=1/216). The safety code is usually selected so
that Hamming distance is high, e.g. 5, which means that all errors of 5 bit or less are detected.
Therefore it is rare that a corrupted message would pass the communication system. Depending
on the system architecture and type, some risks related to messages can be quite minimal. For
example, in time triggered systems such errors as delay, insertion and masquerade may be rare,
since the network is well-defined and communication timing is predictable.
Communication system failures cause risks to the complete control system, which furthermore
cause risks to the application. It depends on the system, in which a communication system
failure may be most hazardous. Some systems may handle crash or omission safely by stopping
the system. The stopping cause only inconvenience to availability. For example, a power press
is a safety-critical machine, which has a well-defined safe state: stopping. Some systems need to
be controlled continuously or otherwise the safety may be jeopardized. For example, an airplane
needs to be controlled all the time or otherwise it may crash. A redundant communication media
(at least duplicated) is needed in order to control such a system continuously.

Node 1

1

basic
fault

Node 3

Node 2

0

1

0

0

⇒ message
error

0

0

⇒ node
fault

0

0

0

0

0

⇒ new message
error(s)

⇒ system
failure

⇒ new node
fault(s)

Figure 6. Example showing a failure propagation.. At first, there is e.g. electromagnetic
interference and it causes bit failures in a message, which furthermore causes a node fault.
When one node is out of order it may cause problems to other dependent nodes too. Then the
whole system may lose its capability to perform safety function.
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Figure 7. Communication risks. A basic failure leads to message failure, which furthermore
leads to a communication system failure.

Timing

New hazards

System fails
to danger

Byzantine

defencive methods

Corrupted data

Figure 8. A system fault may lead to dangerous situation.
All the threats mentioned in Figure 8 need to be considered in risk assessment process. It is
obvious that the threats have different effects. Basic risks tend to increase the probability of a
message error. The bit error rate or the probability of somehow wrong messages may increase.
Messages are the base of communication of field busses. Therefore messages are well-guarded
and several defensive methods are used to protect them. Undetected message error may have
straight effects on system behaviour. Communication system faults are often related to complete
control system, not only communication system. Communication system faults may have an
effect on messages, which may furthermore cause new system faults. Communication system
faults are complex, they are not well-defined and therefore there are no straight forward
defensive methods, which would guarantee safety. Many protective methods resemble
protective methods used in programmable control systems.
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5.1

Fault model

Fault model for time triggered communication can be based on different factors. Each model
can describe one or more specific factors. Some failure models are good for safety purposes,
because they describe comprehensively certain issue related to failure. Others can be good e.g.
for searching failures, because they describe well cause-consequence relations. Here are
examples of fault models:
• Fault model can be made on system level, i.e. the faults described are system faults.
• Fault model can be on message level, i.e. message errors are described. This very
common and many standards (IEC 61508, EN 50159) use this kind of model.
• Physical model is made on low level, i.e. the errors described are simple HW or SW
errors.
• Fault model is describing only SW errors.
• Fault model is describing only HW errors.
• Fault model is related to a specific application or technology.
• Fault model is describing cause-consequence relations. In these models it is possible to
show also probabilities.
In part one there is described fault models related to different levels. The models are general and
also suitable for time triggered systems. However, in time triggered systems some failures in the
model are quite remote (e.g. delay or malicious intrusion), but no new failure types exist at
those levels. Part two describes some specific failure modes (e.g. collisions), which are more
problematic for time triggered systems. These failure modes can lead to failure modes described
in part 1.

5.2

Basic communication risks

Basic communication risks are presented in EN 50159-2, but here the risks are structured in
another way. The standard gives also a more comprehensive list of basic communication risks
(hazardous events). Here the basic communication risks are structured to four groups: design
failures (HW & SW systematic failures), stochastic failures, transient failures and unauthorized
messages.

5.2.1

HW & SW systematic failures

HW & SW systematic failures are caused by an inadequate design. It may appear immediately
or later in a specific situation. Systematic failures may cause all presented message failures.

5.2.2

HW stochastic permanent failures

HW stochastic failures are component failures such as open circuits and short circuits. Usually
causes this kind of failures loss of communication, but depending on the system some failures
may also affect the noise level and amount of transient failures. In these cases corruption and
delay are also possible.

5.2.3

Recovering failures

Recovering failures are not permanent, but they appear only occasionally. The failures may be
related to design failures. If transient or intermittent failures appear continuously it may cause
permanent loss of communication. Recovering failures are often caused by poor environment
resistance or too high speed with respect to the environment.

5.2.4

Unauthorized messages

Unauthorized messages are usually caused by malicious attacks or poor modifications to the
network. Unauthorized messages may resemble real safety-related messages and they may cause
surprising results.
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5.3

Risks related to messages

The risks or threats related to messages are presented in EN 50159-2 and IEC 61508-2. Many
kind of HW and SW failures lead to problems related to messages. Furthermore problems inside
the messages cause problems to whole communication system. Most of the communicationrelated safety problems are solved If the threats related to messages can be tackled.

5.3.1

Repetition

This means that the same message is sent all the time. The consequence may be that the
transmitter is unable to send new information or it sends so much information that it fills the
whole transmission media and no other communication is possible (so called babbling idiot).
Repetition is usually a systematic failure, which cannot be neglected in any communication
system.

5.3.2

Deletion

This can mean that the transmission media is not able to function (e.g. broken device) or there is
so much interference that sometimes the message cannot be received. Deletion can be caused by
various kinds of events or errors and it is one of the most common error types. Usually detected
corruption in a message leads to deletion. Deletion cannot be neglected in any communication
system.

5.3.3

Insertion

Insertion happens usually when a receiver gets an additional message, which is interpreted to
have correct address. According to EN 50159-2 table C2 the risk is not high and weak
countermeasures are sufficient in fixed, unchanging field busses, that got a single user group.

5.3.4

Incorrect sequence

This means that the messages are received in an incorrect order. This may cause a canceling of a
safety function (e.g. if speed command should come first and stop command after it; then if the
sequence is incorrect the stop command might be overruled by speed command). Incorrect
sequence happens e.g. when the messages can travel via two ways from receiver to sender and
the other way is slower than the other. Another example is that an important message has wrong
priority and therefore it is sent later. According to EN 50159-2 table C2 the risk is not high and
weak countermeasures are sufficient in fixed, unchanging field busses, which have a single user
group.

5.3.5

Corruption

This means that one or more data bits are changed in the message. Corruption can be caused by
various kinds of events, errors or electromagnetic interference, which cause one or some bits of
the message to change their value. Corruption is one of the most common error types and it
cannot be neglected in any communication system.

5.3.6

Delay

This means that the message is received correctly, but too late. Delay can be caused by various
kinds of events or errors and it is a common error. It cannot be neglected in any communication
system.
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5.3.7

Masquerade

Masquerade (erroneous addressing) is possible if there are both safety and non-safety messages
transmitted via the same transmission media. It could be possible that this non-safety related
message is interpreted as safety related message. Masquerade is usually caused by misrouting of
a correct message or by an unauthorised message (e.g. malicious message). Typically the risk is
caused by nodes, which are connected later to the system e.g. via internet. The risk is negligible
in static field busses. According to EN 50159-2 table C2 the risk can be neglected in fixed,
unchanging field busses, that got a single user group.

5.4

Risks related to system behaviour

System level communication risks are derived from Flaviu Cristian model, which is a general
model for software components [1]. The model shows the final states of software components
after a failure. It is possible that only one or several node(s) turn to failure state. It is also
possible that the nodes turn to different failure states. Some nodes may also be able to function
safely although there would be no communication between nodes.

5.4.1

Crash

An error in one component eventually causes the system to permanently halt or to lose its
internal state. The initial error causes a subsystem to either halt permanently or to emit signals
that are perceived as incorrect by all the other nodes. A system crash occurs when underlying
faults and errors leading to this fatal failure are unidentified and/or cannot be confined.

5.4.2

Omission

An error in one component causes the subsystem to temporarily halt and to eventually resume
its normal operation. The initial error causes a node to stop reacting to a stimulus under a lapse
of time and later recover its normal state.

5.4.3

Timing

The logic value of a result is correct, but the result is delivered too late or too early. The
subsystem does not interfere with messages sent by other subsystems.

5.4.4

Corrupted data

Due to errors in a subsystem the value of the result it delivers is wrong. Often computation
failures lead to corrupted data and they include asymmetrical value failures and symmetrical
value failures.

5.4.5

Byzantine

When no a priori assumptions are made or can be made regarding the malicious characteristics
of faulty components, the resulting faults or failures are of Byzantine type. Such an error in the
system makes it behave in a totally arbitrary manner.
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6

Specific factors related to time triggered
communication

Time triggered communication is by many means fundamentally different from several of the
communication protocols that are used by the industry today. As many applications have high
real-time requirements, methods must be deployed and implemented to achieve higher accuracy
in message sending, redundancy handling etc. High layer protocols over CAN are examples of
that.
The following features characterize a dependable time triggered communication system, in no
particular order.
• Message acknowledgement – knowledge of the sender of a particular message is required
• Prescheduled message sending – to allow for determinism in the system – timeliness
communication, e.g. synchronized communication
• Clock synchronization – provision of global time to all participating entities to allow
deterministic latency and low jitter as well as to carry out real-time fault handling
• Fast mode changes – different applications and degraded modes
• Membership agreement – support for efficient error detection and removal of faulty entities
to maintain consistent systems
• Redundancy handling
• Handling of occasional system failure – the system should be able to handle undesired and
unexpected system shutdowns
Depending on the requirements on the system these services will differ in importance. A system
with few sporadic tasks and messages may not require prescheduled message handling. While
other systems may not need redundancy handling as they have a fail safe state, FS, on which
they can rely.
There exist several methods to more or less guarantee the latency of a message and a low jitter
such as hardware clock synchronization on communication level, clock synchronization at
application level, Mini-slotting, daisy chain and scheduling algorithms such as deadline-,
earliest deadline- and rate-monotonic schedules (mostly CAN systems).
The definition that we will use of a time triggered system is: several communication controllers
with hosts that are connected to a common communication mean. All nodes have a function to
update their own time to be able to send accurately within some marginal according to a global
time.
Despite all design efforts to present the perfect system (under cost efficiency laws) failures will
still occur during the life cycle of the system population. It is thus important to have exact
knowledge of how the communication system handles faults, errors and even failures. This is
required to address the different dependability requirements that each application has.
The following briefly described viewpoints can describe how the system performs:
1. The system will tolerate and still provide service according to the specification in the
case of the occurrence of a specified number of faults – tolerating reintegration of
nodes, babbling idiots, Byzantine faults, etc – which means that no fault will propagate
and interfere with the application. This system has perfect error processing and fault
tolerance
2. The system will, for a specified number of faults not be degraded more than to a certain
level and still maintain a specified service, the defined quality of service – which means
that the system is flexible and that the fault is contained. This system has sufficient error
processing but not full fault tolerance
3. The system shuts down upon fault detection, in a fail-safe state or after this has been
achieved – meaning that the system may not provide continued operation, which is a
coarse error processing approach. This system has fault detection and at least one fault
handling method
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4. The system acknowledges the fault that may lead to failures with no guarantee of
continued safe operation or it assumes that the fault is temporary or transient – which
means that the application may not solve the task dependably. The system has fault
detection but no sufficient error processing and no fault tolerance
5. The system does not have any fault tolerance, fault detection or fault handling – not
suited for any application that requires safety
The ways of handling system disturbances that are listed above rely on the possibility to
describe the system’s fault states and failure modes. It is not a complete list of actions but a
way to explain possible system behaviour. The next chapter deals with some of the aspects
mentioned above.

6.1

Failure Modes

Time triggered systems have slightly different failure modes compared to traditional
communication systems (clock related and membership related). One reason for this is the
explicit time-slot when transmission must occur and that extra hardware that must carry out the
synchronization, e.g. oscillators. Then with different requirements the probability of fault
propagation can be decreased by use of extra hardware not possible to use on event-triggered
systems, e.g. active star-couplers.
Several properties must be taken into account in the specification and design process, for
example components’ failure rate. Processes deployed for these analyses include FMEA, Failure
Modes and Effect Analysis, FTA, Fault Tree Analysis, reliability estimates etc.
A component such as a resistance generally has simple failure modes that make FMEA very
suitable. A system where the function depends on distributed processors has more complicated
failure modes that require much more design feedback in order to protect the system from fault
effects than basic FMEA usually provide, e.g. the memory may delay the fault manifestation.
Furthermore, processors not only rely on the correct implementation of the circuit diagrams but
on the correct operation of distributed processors and other hardware. A distributed system
produces data and behaves in a way that makes it very difficult to analyze all fault effects.
One effort to assist in appraisals of the behaviour of distributed processors in presence of faults
is to classify the fault behaviour of its processors or communication controllers in as seen in
Figure 9.
• Crash – The processor stops computing/transmission messages
• Omission – Missed message
• Timing – The computed value/message arrives too late or early (untimely)
• Data – The computed message may carry a faulty message (in a correct CRC) – Value
failure
• Byzantine – totally arbitrary failures where the processor/message may give contradictory
information to different parts of the system.
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Figure 9 Communication controller (processor) failure modes

The first three classes of faults (crash, omission and timing faults) are commonly considered to
be quite simple to handle while handling data and especially Byzantine faults [25] in a correct
and safe manner is more intricate, although some data faults can be handled through CRCs.
The severity of the failures increases if there are combinations of faults as well as contradicting
information (Byzantine) to different parts of the system, asymmetric, which will give arbitrary
failure effects in the system. Arbitrary failures should be understood as; such that the
component can behave in any possible way. The arbitrary fault class is often applied when a
system designer does not want to or cannot make any assumption about the appearances of
faults.
From the point of view of occurrence, faults can furthermore be classified into transient,
intermittent and permanent. A transient fault starts at a particular time, remains in the system for
some period and then disappears. An intermittent fault is a “fault that is only occasionally
present due to an unstable hardware condition”. A permanent fault is present every time when
the condition is trigged. [25] mentions persistent faults as being a type of fault that persists but
may eventually be solved or disappear. The length of time the fault is manifested depends on
when fault detection and fault handling are activated.

6.1.1

Byzantine Fault Detection

Leslie Lamport, Robert Shostak and Marshall Pease identified the Byzantine General’s Problem
[26], BGP and wrote an excellent article about them. The unusual name was motivated by the
fact that reliable and dependable computer systems must be able to handle faulty components
that give conflicting and contradictory information to different parts of the system, for example
nodes in a distributed system. This situation was expressed in terms of a group of generals of the
Byzantine army, camped with their soldiers around a city under siege. They could communicate
only by messengers, after which the generals finally agree upon a common battle plan.
However, one or more of them may be a traitor who tries to confuse the others and so cause the
mission to fail. Lamport shows that it is impossible to solve a situation like this if there are only
three generals and one of them is a traitor. Under this condition it is impossible to tell which the
traitor is.
However for an army consisting of more than three officers, the generals are able to tolerate and
disclose one traitor. The problem is unsolvable if the number of generals is n < 3m +1 where m
is the number of traitors. The system must also use r rounds (m + 1 = r) of information
exchange. The implications of the Byzantine Generals’ Problem and the associated proofs to
modern systems are significant and can be learned from.
The situation is much the same in a distributed system using a broadcast bus, as for the
Byzantine generals. A message is sent on the bus that may or may not require an action from
you. If this message is interpreted differently at the receiving nodes the application could start to
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execute calculations according to contradictory information and the result could be that nodes
act in contradictory ways. These types of faults are thus called Byzantine cases where a
Byzantine fault is any fault that shows different behaviour to different observes. The failure is
the loss of a system service due to a Byzantine fault.
Much can be done to increase the integrity of the signals/messages to more or less remove the
possibility of misinterpreting the contents of a message. Checksums and parity are both ways to
achieve this. In some cases, when a message is declared valid by certain entities and declared
invalid by other a situation similar to the original Byzantine problem has occurred. In such
scenarios, when the system fails in an omission inconsistent way the system will be in much the
same situation as the generals with a traitor among them; the mission may fail. To avoid this
situation the generals should have avoided or refined the messenger method used.
Other faults that sort under Byzantine are marginal transmissions, e.g. SOS faults [31].
Special types of asymmetric faults are so called slightly-out-of-specification, SOS, faults. These
faults occur when a time or value should be extracted from a frame by receiving nodes in a
communication system and the received frame performs very close to acceptable limits. The
outcome of the interpretation depends on local conditions at the receiver where 1) the value (bit)
received on the bus could be transiently disturbed or very close to the transition value or 2) the
reception time of the message, in relation to the local clocks, varies according to their accuracy.

6.2

Error Detection and Diagnostic Mechanisms

To ensure that an embedded system is working correctly a well-designed hardware architecture
is intuitively required but obviously not enough. It is equally important to test all implemented
error processing methods and validate their performance under “all” fault
conditions/manifestations. For an example of a fault/error propagation scenario, please see
Figure 10.

Figure 10 A fault propagation scenario of an embedded system.

A fault is injected, causing for example a bit-flip in the communication controller. The
controller can fail silently due to efficient local error processing, which can deal with symmetric
faults, and reintegrate to a fully operational system by way of (2) and (4). If the local error
processing is inefficient, as usually is the case with all asymmetric faults and even some
symmetric faults, the fault can propagate into an error that must be treated on the system level
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(3), this is however nothing that is address in this report. Inefficient error processing at this level
will manifest as either degraded system or system shut downs. A positive treatment is that the
faulty node may be instructed to shut down in case of for example symmetric faults. A global
error processing is usually solved mainly through various acknowledgement algorithm
techniques and membership agreement. Error manifestations (5) are reintegration errors, slightly
out of specification messages, babbling idiots etc, (which will be handled later on). Certain
errors will in some cases lead to system degradation or even system shut down.

6.2.1

Membership Agreement

Membership agreement is a method that allows a communication system to maintain and
establish a consistent view of correctly operating nodes at any time. The membership agreement
in TTP/C [27] is a protocol where every sending node of the system is represented by a unique
identification, which is stored in all nodes as a local membership vector. All nodes update the
membership information continuously, at each TDMA slot. The membership vector is implicitly
distributed to other nodes every time a node sends a message (in C1-implementation). The
membership service is closely coupled to features such as clique avoidance [27], which further
improve the error handling capabilities in a distributed system.
If the membership vectors differ between sending and receiving nodes, the CRC calculation
should not produce a readable message. When a CRC error is found, the receiving node raises a
membership error for the sending node locally (after some internal checks such as implicit
acknowledgement algorithm, see below) and the corresponding membership vector value is set
to false. If the frame is not semantically correct it is considered as an invalid frame, which could
be due to a transmission error, and the membership bit is in this case set to false.
If a node discovers (after required checks) that it is not in agreement with the majority of the
active nodes in the cluster, it is not allowed to send and has to reintegrate.

6.2.2

Clique Avoidance

The clique avoidance algorithm guarantees that there cannot be more than one operating
partition in a TTP/C network at the same time. The minority partition must reintegrate.
Starting with its own sending slot all nodes in a cluster counts all incorrect nodes in a fail
counter, FC and correct nodes in an accept counter, AC during one TDMA round. AC + FC =
n, where n is the number of nodes in the system before failure (or operating). Null frames are
not counted by either FC or AC and it is assumed that all nodes detect Null frames thus n is
decreased by detected Null frames. If FC > 1 the cluster is considered a partitioned cluster
otherwise the acknowledgement algorithm is enough to retain a consistent cluster.
From algebra follows that a node may transmit if FC < n/2 if n is even and (n+1)/2 if n is odd
which results in that FC must be < n/2. An in depth explanation can be found in [27].

6.2.3

Implicit Acknowledgement

When a node, lets say A, has sent a message it usually (can be a sending error) increases the AC
counter. If it detects a CRC error during the two succeeding TDMA slots it does not passively
await the resolution of the upcoming situation. TTP/C has an algorithm to address this situation,
the implicit acknowledgement algorithm [28].
The algorithm introduces the denotation of first and second successor. If the first succeeding
node B does not have the same membership list, A decides to preliminary remove B from its
local membership list and increases its FC. If it was B that was receive-faulty the situation will
be solved by a second successor node, C. If C sends a syntactically correct message, e.g. with B
removed from the membership, node A is acknowledged. If not, B is probably acknowledged
and A has been removed from C’s membership, A thus is not acknowledged. A was as a result
faulty. A removes itself from the membership list but adds both B and C to the membership list
and updates AC and FC correspondingly. The node may already next TDMA round transmit a
message with itself removed from the membership list and thus reintegrate. The implicit
acknowledgment algorithm is completed.
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6.3

Message Errors

This section describes the behaviour of message errors in a time triggered system, which can be
compared to the previous NORDTEST report [19].
The described scenarios are taken from experiments on a time triggered communication
controller [22].
The manifestation of all possible message errors has been described by various researchers and
standards concerning for example CAN systems and other non-time triggered communication
concepts. With the introduction of time triggered concepts the possibility for certain message
errors, such as missed messages due to collision have been reduced.
Repetition, re-sequence and insertion message errors are not mentioned below but are not
considered to be an issue for the time triggered concept since these message failures will be
transformed into other types.

6.3.1

Communication Black out

As with all communication the availability of the communication mean is crucial for the
application. Noise, shorts, open circuits and nodes continuously transmitting rubbish will affect
the communication so that parts or whole communication will disappear. Noise can is some
cases prohibit recovering nodes from reintegration.
A broadcast bus is by default hard to protect from common mode failures such as short circuits
and babbling idiots. TTP/C has a bus guardian functionality to protect the time slots from
babbling idiots. However, this protection mechanism is not independent from the
communication controller. Therefore, the bus is more sensitive if one node fails uncontrolled.
Such failures could destroy other nodes’ communication.
In the case shown in Figure 11, a faulty node was sending in the wrong time slot, affecting the
transmission of Node 2. Thus Node 2 was declared faulty by Node 1, itself and Node 3. In the
next time slot the transmission of Node 3 was also destroyed by the faulty node. The faulty node
itself is erroneous. Therefore, Node 1 was not allowed to send since it was out of
synchronization, even if it otherwise was correct. Before this scenario the faulty node was
detected sending correctly.
Message sent
Invalid Frame

Node 2

Message sent
Invalid & Noisy

Node 3

No message sent

No message sent

Noise

Noise

Noise

Node 4

Node 1

Node 2

Node 2 and 3 did send according their
CNI

Node 1 and 2 did not send since they
were in freeze state

Figure 11 A communication blackout where a “Babbling idiot” corrupts the sending Node 2 and
Node 3

Even though Node 1 and Node 2 had stopped sending, due to system inconsistency, they
detected noisy traffic in their own slots. This is most likely the faulty node that was still sending
on the bus, as a babbling idiot. During this fault manifestation no nodes were able to reintegrate
since traffic was detected and prohibited reintegration. In the experiments the faulty node had to
be manually reset and it is easy to draw parallels to a real system where a node disturbs the
whole communication.
.

6.3.2

Collisions

A collision is a subset of the babbling idiot syndrome [29] but is limited in time or only
periodically disturbing certain time slots. The reason behind babbling idiots could be erroneous
TDMA schedules due to single faults caused by for example SEUs, single event upsets in the
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CMOS structure. These faulty messages may occur as transient disturbances during for example
the start up phase.
The effect of a collision can be limited by algorithms such as membership agreement and
independent bus guardians, see below. It corresponds to deletion of messages as given in
“Validation of embedded distributed systems”, see [19].

6.3.3

Reintegration Faults

Reintegrating nodes disturb or cause transient collisions. Possible failure scenarios can be that
insufficient accuracy of the oscillators causes periodic shut downs of nodes and recoveries. It
corresponds to deletion fault and insertion faults as given in “Validation of embedded
distributed systems”.
Below follows another example from validation experiments of a time triggered communication
controller [22].
A reintegration failure manifests when any node that reintegrates deflects from its dedicated
time slot and affects others’ transmissions. To reintegrate a faulty node may send a frame on
one channel. Since TTP/C uses redundant channels, this reintegration message is not capable of
destroying other nodes’ transmission completely.
However, for the test cluster consisting of four-nodes, a noteworthy reintegration failure was
documented. When the faulty node restarted and initialized it did not necessarily detect any
ongoing traffic or the time when it should reintegrate was wrong. When a cold start frame
collided with other traffic, the other nodes did, in contradiction to the specification, not accept
the correct redundant frame. Together with a missing transmission from the faulty node in the
next slot, the system collapsed.
This was later found to be the most common cause for system failures in the four-node cluster.
However, the system should have remained synchronized since three nodes, and under some
circumstance even two nodes, are enough to maintain a synchronized cluster. This fault is likely
to be an implementation fault since it cannot be mapped into a specified behaviour or by
violation of the fault assumption. The lesson learnt from the described scenario is that complex
systems are not easy to predict and avoiding implementation and specification faults is hard.

6.3.4

Untimely Messages

Untimely messages are either too later or early to be used by the receiver. The cause behind it
may be that the value-to-use is not too old or that the message itself does not fulfil the timing
requirements. The messages may furthermore be marginally delayed messages, i.e. may be
accepted by others and rejected by yet others. If a message is untimely is thus a question of the
receiving nodes opinion, i.e. eye of the beholder.
Inconsistency due to timing faults in a TTP/C cluster can be the result from asymmetric timing
faults. One type is the Slightly-out-of-Specification, so-called SoS fault. A fault scenario due to
an SoS faults in the time domain is shown in Figure 12. The corresponding node partitioning is
shown in Table 3.
To make the asymmetric timing fault behaviour more apparent the shown scenario is from a
nine-node cluster.
The scenario started when the nodes in the cluster perceived the arrival time of a faulty node’s
messages differently. In one TDMA round, namely TDMA round 3, some nodes
(1, 3, 4, 6, and 7) received the message from the faulty node slightly before the end of allowed
receive window while some other nodes (2, 5 and 8) received the message slightly too late,
according to the nodes’ local clocks. This caused an inconsistency in the cluster and the
membership agreement was utilized to resolve the situation by forcing the minority clique
(nodes 2, 5 and 8) to reintegrate. In the next TDMA round, TDMA round 4, some other nodes
(1, 7, and 9) received the messages to late and had to reintegrate.
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Figure 12 System behaviour as logged by Node 2 and Node 7 after one SoS message sent by the
faulty node (node 9). The two nodes perceived the message differently during two consecutive
TDMA-rounds
Table 3 Detected cliques from the fault scenario shown in Figure 12

Cluster status

Majority clique

Normal operation
First SoS failure
Second SoS failure

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9
3, 4, 6

Expelled
clique 1

Expelled
clique 2

2, 5, 8
1, 7, 9

The membership agreement is a service in TTP/C where every sending node of the system is
represented by a unique identification, which is stored in all nodes as a membership vector. The
membership vector is implicitly distributed to other nodes every time a node sends a message.
If the membership vectors are different between the sending and receiving nodes, the CRC
becomes erroneous. When a CRC error is found, the receiving node raises a membership error
for the sending node locally and the corresponding membership vector value is set to false. If a
node finds that it is not in agreement with the majority of the active nodes in the cluster, it is not
allowed to send and has to reintegrate. In this case the transient loss of nodes could jeopardize
the application and thus have impact on the system safety.
The presented failure scenario in Figure 12 resulted from a persistent fault. It took two TDMA
rounds to resolve the fault effect and six out of nine nodes, including the faulty node, had to
restart. The clique avoidance algorithm and the membership agreement algorithm resolved the
presented inconsistent state [27] but did not explicitly identify the faulty node.
The reason behind most timing faults is clocks with different speed. This motivates the clock
synchronization algorithm. However, there must be specified limits for clock drifts to protect
the system from bad clocks and degraded performance.
In TTP/C, the clock synchronization information is extracted from the arrival time of the last
four messages. The two most extreme clock values are removed and the average value of the
remaining clocks is used. The nodes adjust their clocks with a correction term depending on this
average, to remain synchronized within the cluster.
In the implementation of TTP/C, used for these experiments, the limit for maximum allowed
clock deviation was 20 microtics. A sending node is not allowed to transmit a message if the
own clock differs more than half this value from the global clock. If a message is received
within the maximum allowed clock deviation, a receiving node will accept it as valid.
Otherwise, the message will be regarded as invalid and a membership error will be raised.
If not all nodes have the same view of the received messages, it will result in an inconsistency,
which has to be handled, with the risk of judging correct nodes as faulty and thus force them to
reintegrate.
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6.3.5

Missed Messages

A missed message in a time triggered communication is usually no problem since this is
detected immediately due to the periodic pattern expected by all receiving nodes. The only
exception is when it is an asymmetric failure, thus some nodes get the message while other node
do not. This may lead to an inconsistency and must either be solved by the membership
agreement or application consensus as described above.

6.3.6

Corrupted Messages

CRC errors and erroneous CRC calculations usually solve this in combination with a
membership service but there might be a risk that some messages can be wrongly accepted as
correct. In this case the membership agreement will eventually solve the situation.

6.3.7

Masked Messages

Another node steps in and transmits, while having wrong history etc, corresponds to
Masquerade faults. This can happen when two or more nodes have been configured with the
same sending schedule (passive or active spares). In most systems this is for the application to
solve and is thus not a problem for the communication.

6.4

Faults and Error Causes

This section lists some of the causes behind communication errors or failures that are more
important for time triggered systems.

6.4.1

Faulty Oscillators

Oscillators that are required to allow for accurate supervision (bus guardians) of the
transmission schedule can be faulty thus leading to that a correct node will prohibited by the
faulty bus guardian. The reliability and availability is decreased by introduction of an extra
monitoring device. Oscillators may furthermore have different accuracy depending on the
manufacturing batch, aging etc which put high requirements on the component checking and
aftermarket.

6.4.2

Mechanism Error

What happens when a mechanism fail due to improper understanding on the fault, e.g.
unrealistic fault model or side effects? What happen when a mechanism is not implemented
correct (for example sending schedule)? Are the mechanisms really improving the availability
and reliability of the system? In some cases it might be wise to design so that the application
should have control over the communication and not the opposite.

7

Topologies and Implementations

The application requirements usually put strong implications on eligible choices such as
bandwidth, latency, jitter that the communication must fulfil. Other requirements can be of more
architectural sort according to for example failure rates, failure modes and error coverage.
In this section different types of systems are explained, all using a time triggered
communication protocol, but with difference in diagnosis abilities, redundancy handling and
monitoring services. Some architectural issues are also presented.
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7.1

The Basic System

The basic system is considered as a single channel system with no monitoring or supervision of
the transmission and reception of messages. The message is thus received and processed by the
communication controller without any second thought. In this case the application may of
course provide some assistance and mechanisms to provide a more reliable communication, but
the application is not taken into account in this report.

7.1.1

Ordinary Single Broadcast bus

A single bus topology (broadcast bus) as presented in Figure 13 is intuitively a non-redundant
system in presence of permanent bus errors. A single fault in any node or on the bus could in the
worst case hinder the whole communication and thus the application from succeeding. Even if
the components that compose the system are of outstanding quality the overall integrity can still
be considered as too low to allow for the control of a safety critical distributed application.

Figure 13 A basic broadcast bus system

7.2

Physically Redundant System

A physically redundant system is a system where one or more components may fail and that can
still provide a specified service. Where the redundant component is located is usually single
fault tolerant, e.g. no SPOF, Single Point of Failure.

7.2.1

Double Buses

To achieve a robust system an additional information path is required that by all means should
be independent from the first. This means that a bus error, short circuit or open circuit, may still
be tolerated. This does increase the reliability of the bus considerably but only with respect to
bus faults. A node can still become a babbling idiot and destroy both channels, see Figure 14.
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Figure 14 A double broadcast bus system

7.3

Bus Guardians

Bus guardians are designed and deployed to get a second opinion about each transmission [29].
The bus is simply not available for the transmission of messages is the bus has not allowed
access to the bus. This function can be seen as a simple AND gate. Only if both communication
control timer and bus guardian timer agree the message will be sent.

7.3.1

Local bus guardian

A local bus guardian is implemented on the same chip or computer board as the communication
controller, see Figure 15. A local bus guardian can thus be considered to have two different
levels of integrity. If it is implemented on the same chip as the communication controller the
independency of the bus guardian function is still an issue [28]. If the bus guardian is
implemented on the same PCB the integrity is increased but not fully since there might be
dependencies under some fault conditions, although this is hard to show but can be done either
with fault injection experiments or exhaustive testing.

Figure 15 A node with two bus guardians on the same PCB.

7.3.2

Star topologies
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A star-coupled system relies on one or more central nodes to which all nodes are connected. No
direct coupling between other slaves/nodes exists. This feature makes the star in charge of all
communication between different nodes. The star can shut down failing nodes and control the
access to the bus. As in a broadcast bus all connected nodes will see the same signal at basically
the same time.
Central bus guardians can be designed with much higher independency since the only
connecting link is the actual bus (and maybe power).

7.3.3

Central bus Guardians

The star topology that we are referring to in this report has been published in [28][30], where
the cluster comprises of some regular nodes as shown in Figure 16 and two star couplers in the
centre. The regular nodes are connected to each one of the replicated channels of the (star
topology) interconnection network. Two independent central guardians are located at the centre
of each communication channel, i.e., in the star coupler. The guardian of a channel controls all
the messages at the respective channel. To achieve this, the guardian needs to have the same
time understanding as the rest of the nodes. For a more in depth explanation of the star couple
please see [30].
The star coupler controller does not send any own frames and their existence are transparent to
all other nodes in the cluster, except the star coupler controller on the other channel.
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Figure 16 An active star coupler with central bus guardians

Because of the TDMA-based communication and the fact that a guardian protects receivers
from faulty senders, it is sufficient to have a single common guardian per channel. The central
guardian is temporarily assigned to the sender of the respective slot; and thus it prohibits
transmission outside the sending slot of a node.
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The central guardian is physically and logically part of the interconnection network channel.
Being part of the interconnection network implies that the guardian can transform failure modes
only if and when they become manifest at the interconnection network interface of a node and
that the guardian must not transform failure modes of the interconnection network itself and
create valid frames or arbitrarily delay frames.
The fault hypothesis of the central guardian configuration assumes that only a single component
of the cluster is faulty at a time, i.e., either one of the TTP/C nodes or one of the central
guardians. If a TTP/C node is faulty, central bus guardians will protect the correct nodes. If one
of the guardians is faulty, there will still be a correct guardian enabling communication among
the (correct) nodes.
The central guardian isolates faults of TTP/C nodes and transforms them if they are not covered
by the fault hypothesis of TTP/C. The result of the transformation will be a fault that can be
handled by the fault tolerance mechanisms and error detection mechanisms of the TTP/C
protocol.
At the physical line interface the guardian needs to ensure that any frame transmission is
perceived consistently at all correct receivers. By acting as a single centralized authority the
guardian decides whether a frame is correct or not. The algorithms to be implemented within the
guardian and the algorithms present within TTP/C communication controllers must ensure that
any frame transmission indicated to be correct by a correct guardian will be accepted by a
correct receiver node. In particular, it must be guaranteed that any signal leaving a correct
guardian is consistently interpreted by receiving nodes.
At the semantic interface the guardians take care that the transmission of a frame cannot
possibly confuse receivers and cause them to precede along different execution paths with
respect to the communication protocol.
In particular, analysis and fault injection experiments, as described above, have pointed out the
following errors that the star should tolerate [30]:
•
•
•

Different types of slightly our of specification failures.
Transmission of any data outside the assigned sending slot
Masquerading of nodes during the start up phase of the protocol

Transformation of SOS faults ensures that correct receiver nodes will perceive transmission
faults consistently. Supervision of the second failure mode will guarantee that a faulty node
sending outside its assigned sending slots cannot prevent a correct node from transmitting.
Finally, masquerading becomes impossible to a node if the guardian checks the contents of
frames carrying C-state data.

7.3.4

Passive Star

A passive star is not handled in this report but generally speaking, a passive star cannot stop
more than physical failures such as short circuits and open circuits of the bus and permanently
failing nodes.

7.4

Ring Topology

In a ring system, all nodes have two connections to other nodes, one at each side. It means that
there formally exists one redundant path for the signals if one connection gets broken. This
feature exists only if messages can be transmitted in both directions and is not implemented in
all ring-structured protocols. A ring system can feature larger system bandwidth than a
broadcast bus, however, the timing analysis and scheduling to achieve this would be more
complex. Furthermore, a ring is usually more reliable than a star connection. Ring systems are
often used together with optic fibres.
Ring topologies (different implementations) using TTP/C are currently under development and
will likely increase the dependability.
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Figure 17 A ring structure with a single bus

The ring topology choice for a time triggered implementation has yet not, to the authors
knowledge, been utilized in any publicly available implementation although many companies
are currently investigating it.
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8

Validation of embedded communication

The validation process of safety-related systems is usually made according to IEC 61508 overall
safety lifecycle (see Figure 18). There are specific validation related procedures during planning
and after realization, but quite often it is considered that the validation process covers the whole
safety lifecycle. Programmable systems are so complex that it is not possible to analyze such
system thoroughly and therefore the system needs to be validated step by step along with
lifecycle phases. It is more probable to find design failures by checking the system phase by
phase than by checking the system only after realization.
Concept
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Hazard and risk analysis
Overall safety requirements
Safety requirements allocation

Overall planning
Overall
operation
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validation
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Overall safety validation
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Overall modification and retrofit

Decomissioning or disposal

Figure 18. Overall safety lifecycle [IEC 61508-1]
In IEC 61508-4 validation is defined as: Confirmation by examination and provision of
objective evidence that the particular requirements for a specific intended use are fulfilled. [IEC
61508-4]
In practice, in the validation process the person making the validation procedure tries to prove
that the product is designed and manufactured according to specification. The results are
compared to safety requirements (see Figure 19). The process in which the results are compared
to previous phase of the design is called verification.
The safety lifecycle model shows that when the risks are identified then it is possible to make
safety requirement specification. The validation process is done comparing the plans, analysis
and test results against safety requirement specification. Verification is done comparing the
results against previous phase (see Figure 19).
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Figure 19. Software safety integrity and the development lifecycle (the V-model) [IEC 61508-3]
Carrying out a validation process can be a laborious task especially for complicated systems,
which have got high safety demands. However, although the process can be laborious it is also
necessary. Validation is often needed for the following purposes:
to prove to customers that the product is applicable for the intended purpose,
to prove to authorities that the product is safe and reliable enough for the intended purpose,
to prove to the manufacturer that the product is ready for the market,
to prove the reasons for specific solutions,
to provide documentation to help with future alterations of the product,
to prove the quality of the product.
The validation process has been growing to meet the common needs as the technology has
developed. Simple systems can be analyzed (FMEA) and tested (fault injection) quite
thoroughly. Systems with moderate complexity can also be analyzed quite thoroughly, but the
tests cannot cover the whole system. Very complex systems cannot be completely analyzed in
detail and trough tests are also not possible. A number of different methods are needed in the
process. Analysis is required in at least the system level and the detailed component level, but
also requirements related to different lifecycle phases have to be fulfilled. This means that
attributes such as quality control, correct design methods and management become more
important since most of the failures or errors are related to this kind of issues.
Confidence is a very important factor related to the validation process. The user of the
validation documents has to trust the validation quality; otherwise the validation has no
meaning. The validation activities are actually carried out to convince someone that the product
is properly designed and manufactured. One way to increase the confidence is to perform the
validation process according to existing requirements and guides, and to have objective experts
involved in the validation process.
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8.1

Validation principles

8.1.1

Validation plan

The purpose of safety validation planning is to ensure that a plan is in place for the testing and
analysis of the safety requirements (e.g. standard IEC 61508). Safety validation planning is also
performed to facilitate and enhance the quality of safety validation. The planning shows the
organization and states in chronological order, the tests and verification activities needed in the
validation process. A checklist is needed in the planning process in order to include all the
essential analyses and tests into the safety validation plan. Large control systems may include
separate subsystems, which are convenient to validate separately.
The main inputs for safety validation planning are the safety requirements. Each requirement
shall be tested in the validation process and the passing criteria shall be declared in the plan. It is
also important to declare the person(s) who makes the decisions if something unexpected
happens, or who has the competence to do the validation. As a result, safety validation planning
provides a guideline on how to perform safety validation.
In the validation planning process it is checked that all validation methods are traceable. This
means that each relevant risk corresponds to safety requirement which furthermore corresponds
to validation method (see Figure 20).
Start

Hazard

Safety requirement specification and allocation
Design safety features, realisation
Validation

Are all hazards
considered?
NO

End

Consider all hazards

Figure 20. Tracing validation methods from hazards.

8.1.2

Validation purpose

The purpose of safety validation is to check that all safety related parts of the system meet the
specification for safety requirements. Safety validation is carried out according to the safety
validation plan. As a result of the safety validation, it is possible to see that the safety related
system meets the safety requirements since all the safety requirements are inspected. When
discrepancies occur between expected and actual results it has to be decided whether to issue a
request to change the system, or the specifications and possible applications. Also, it has to be
decided whether to continue and make the needed changes later, or to make changes
immediately and start the validation process in an earlier phase.
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8.2

Validation techniques

During the validation process several techniques are needed depending on the technology and
requirements. In appendix A table A1 shows common analyzing and testing methods and in
which phase of the process they are effective. Table A2 gives a short description of the methods.

8.3

Validation process

8.3.1

Requirements related to validation process

As mentioned in chapter 5 validation methods are derived from safety requirements. Safety
requirements may come from many sources (see Figure 21).

VALIDATION,
DOCUMENTATION
Each requirement corresponds
to validation method(s)
Customer &
component
requirements,
requirements
related to
experience

SAFETY
REQUIREMENTS

Risks and
defencies
specified in
standards

Each relevant
risk corresponds
to requirement(s)

RISKS
Figure 21. Gathering information to safety requirements and furthermore to validation.
General safety requirements related to communication can be found from standards (see also
chapter 3.3):
IEC 61508-2 chapter 7.4.8
EN 50159-1 and EN 510159-2
There are also several standards, which give requirements related to a specific solution.

8.3.2

Validation process example

This example of a validation plan gives an overview of aspects, which usually need to be
considered. The example is not following strictly any standard, but it utilizes methods from
different documents.
1. Introduction
The validation plan is following standard IEC 62061 when it is applicable.
2. Scope
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The validation process of the product is made by research scientist in VTT Industrial Systems
and it starts at spring 2004 and ends at summer 2004. The order in which the validation process
proceeds is first task 5 then 6 and then the rest of the tasks in free order.
3. Specification documents
Documents available can be listed here.
4. Operational and environmental conditions
Operation conditions and limits for use can be described here.
5. Define hazards
First task is to define the hazards and dangerous situations, which can happen if the system does
not work in the right way. To define hazards "preliminary hazard analysis (PHA)" is made.
Communication related risks are found from IEC 61508-2 chapter 7.4.8. The risks are
considered.
6. Safety requirements
The applied standards and the requirements stated by manufacturer are checked.
Safety requirements from the risks are derived.
The following checklists are used to verify the safety requirements:
NT TECHN REPORT 459. Guideline for the Validation of Functional Safety according to IEC
61508
6.5.3.3 (Overall safety requirements)
6.5.6.1.3 (PES overall safety requirements realisation)
IEC 61508-2 Table B1 (E/E/PES safety requirements specification)
It is checked which category (EN 954-1) or SIL (IEC 61508) requirements that are met and
allocateds the requirements to the relevant parts of the system. The task in this case is rather to
define the current level of safety performance for each function than to set clear acceptance
criteria for the device.
The following standards are applied when applicable, in the safety validation process:
EN 62061. Safety of machinery - Functional safety - Electrical, electronic and programmable
electronic control systems.
prEN ISO 13849-1 (EN 954-1 revision). 2004. Safety of machinery - Safety-related parts of
control systems - Part 1: General principles for design.
7. Safety principles
The following check lists are used to verify the general safety of the system:
IEC 61508-2 table B5 (E/E/PES safety validation) is used as checklist.
Basic safety principles that are stated in EN ISO 13849-2 are checked.
Well-tried safety principles that are stated in EN ISO 13849-2 are checked.
Safety principles in bus communication are described.
8. Hardware validation
Design failures can be found using many different tactics for recognising failures. Good quality
and project management in the design phase is needed in error free design process. However,
they do not guarantee the error free design. The following checklist is used:
NT TECHN REPORT 459. Guideline for the Validation of Functional Safety according to IEC
61508
6.5.6.3.3 (Checklists for PES hardware safety validation)
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Stochastic hardware failures are analysed using FMEA. FMEA is made according to IEC 812
and the failure mode tables in EN ISO 13849-2 are applied. First the analysis is carried out on
block level to see the critical parts of the system. After this the critical parts are analysed in
more detailed level.
The aim is to find, at first, the critical failures and put them into fault tree. The MTTF (mean
time to dangerous failure) values are then calculated according to MIL handbook 217 F and
Siemens Failure Rates of Components SN 29500. The proportions of dangerous failures are
calculated by picking up the distributions from RAC handbook (Failure mode/ mechanism
distributions). The total MTTF value estimation is calculated from the fault tree.
Walkthrough is used to evaluate the structure of the system. In walkthrough the system is
checked block by block in order to see if the safety functions are adequate.
9. Software validation
The software includes generic software, which is common for all units, and also a lot of
parameters, which are unique for the specific application. This validation covers only the
generic software. The application software is tested during the installation and the first use.
A person carrying out a software validation process has to understand the program structure and
the main functional blocks. SA model is used in order to make this process easier. State
transition diagrams are also used to understand the program.
The following checklist related to software is inspected:
NT TECHN REPORT 459. Guideline for the Validation of Functional Safety according to IEC
61508 section 6.5.6.1.4 Checklist for PES software safety realisation
Good design practice is checked (IEC 61508-3 table B1) in order to be sure that some difficult
structures are not used commonly in the program code.
Table IEC 61508 – 3 annex, B2 Dynamic analysis and testing.
Table A.7 Software safety validation, A9 Software verification, A.10 Functional safety
assessment and B1 Design and coding standards.
Walkthrough is used to evaluate the logical structure of the system. In walkthrough the system
is checked block by block in order to see are the safety functions adequate.
•

Develop a method how to validate systems including time triggered communication
protocols
• How to perform an analysis of a time triggered communication system
- Which methods are applicable?
- Why could the used scheduling claim to increase the safety?
1. Test institute produces the analysis
2. The analysis material are received from the company
• The focus of the method will be the time triggered communication protocol
• Fault model for data communication is defined in part I
• Fault model for time triggered systems is defined in part II
• Part III will describe how to verify/validate that the faults in the fault model of part II
• Part III could describe how to validate that faults defined in chapter 3.3 are handled
• Describe the advantages to use a time triggered protocol instead of an event triggered
protocol. How to utilize the built in redundancy?
• Define protective methods for the faults identified in the fault model of part II

Workflow of the validation process of time triggered communication protocols:
• Identification of safety function realised via the communication bus
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

(Identify which SIL level that must be claimed for each safety function)
Functional block description (communication controller will be one of the components
in the system view)
Identification of safety principles (protective methods for handling of faults related to
time triggered architectures), which example
System behaviour at fault in a certain node
Data flow diagrams for the complete safety function
Fault effect analysis of the complete system
Control flow analysis (state transition analysis)
Timing analysis
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8.4

Validation techniques against communication risks

Techniques of validation and verification can be classified as follows:
Informal techniques, which are almost entirely depending on human activities such as
reading and reasoning. They are subjective and do not depend on any stringent formalism. The
strength of informal methods is the use of the human intellect. It finds many defects that
automatic tools never find. The disadvantage is, of course, that they require significant effort
from the developers.
Static techniques, which check a system without execution. They assess models and code
regarding structure, consistency, control flow and syntax. Tools are often used for static
verification. The strength is that they can quantify certain properties of a design, but they say
nothing about its function or constraints.
Dynamic techniques, which execute models and products. They run an artefact and verify
functions and constraints. They can simulate real use of a system and they can be used to stress
a system to find weaknesses. Some kinds of tools or special devices are commonly used in
dynamic verification. The strength of dynamic verification is that they really execute the system
under test, but tests of complex systems can very seldom be complete. Only limited sets of test
cases can be run.
Formal techniques, which are based on formal mathematical proofs of correctness. Their
strength is the formal reasoning about an artefact, but they require stringent models of the
verified system and well-defined development processes. They also require significant effort
from the developers. [Hérard et. al. 2003]

8.4.1

Validation of techniques against basic communication risks

Basic communication risks are related to overall reliability and robustness. A robust system can
endure environmental and use conditions. A robust system is also well designed and there are no
(significant) systematic failures. The system is also well designed against deliberate and
unintentional intrusions into the system. Table 4. shows relations between basic communication
risks, message failures and protective methods.
Table 4. Hazardous events, the protective methods against them and validation methods to
validate the protective methods.
Failure cause - Failure
mode
Network
HW systematic failure
SW systematic failure
Underdimensioning
Wires breaking
Antennas misalignment
Cabling errors

Protective method
Instructions

Evaluation of the
protective method
Functional testing
Failure analysis
Walkthrough
Design reviews

⇒ repetition, deletion,
insertion, incorrect
sequence, corruption,
delay, masquerade
Electromagnetic fields
EMI
Cross-talk
⇒ deletion, insertion,
corruption, masquerade

By right physical installation
it is possible to minimise
problems related to
disturbances.
•
•

Use of shielded cables
and enclosures
Limited bus cable
length
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Validate design principles
EMC testing using a special
checklist

Failure cause - Failure
mode

Protective method
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Distant placement of
redundant cables
Proper grounding
Proper termination
Transfer rate limitation
Use of light cables
Distance from high
current cables
Protective components
against overvoltage
Isolating transformer

Physical effects
(Mechanical stress,
Climate, Natural events)

Evaluation of the
protective method

Choose equipment and
shields, which are suitable
for the environment

Verify that the used
components are suitable for
the environment.
Environmental testing

HW random failures
HW ageing
⇒ repetition, deletion,
insertion, incorrect
sequence, corruption,
delay, masquerade
Thermal noise
Fading effects
Magnetic storm
Fire
Earthquake
Lightning
⇒ deletion, corruption,
delay
Human
(Operators, Maintenance
staff, Not authorised users)

Instructions
Procedures
Warnings against
predictable misuse

Human mistakes
Overloading of TX system

Check if the means against
predictable misuse are
adequate
Check if the means against
intrusion into the network
are adequate.

Use of not calibrated
instruments
Use of not suited
instruments
Incorrect HW replacement
Wires tapping
HW damage or breaking
Not authorised software
modifications

Use after validation

Access control

Transmission of not
authorised messages
⇒ repetition, deletion,
insertion, incorrect
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Failure cause - Failure
mode
sequence, corruption,
delay, masquerade

8.4.2

Protective method

Evaluation of the
protective method

Validation of techniques against message related errors

Feil! Fant ikke referansekilden. Table 5 gives an overview of risks and examples of defensive
methods against the risks.
Table 5. Risks and corresponding requirements, protective methods and method evaluation.
Failure mode
Repetition
or
deletion

Requirement
Repeated (old)
messages may not be
accepted by the
receiver.
The system needs to
detect a missing
message.
Discussion of
relation to SIL
In SIL level 1 at least
one protective
method is needed. In
high SIL levels (3 or
4) several methods
must be used or the
used method shall be
effective enough.

Protective method
Sequence number

Time stamp
Alternating
messages

Time triggered
architecture

Message replication

Feedback message
(defence against
deletion)

Time out (defence
against deletion)

Bus guardian
(defence against
repetition)
Inhibit times
(defence against
repetition)

Insertion

The receiver must not
accept additional
messages.
Discussion of

Sequence number
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Characteristics of the protective method
Even one-bit numbers or time stamps can
detect simple repetition or deletion. To detect
more synchronised errors or deletion of two
messages longer numbers are needed.
Even the simplest alternating between two
acceptable messages can detect simple
repetition or deletion. To detect more
complex errors more complicated alteration
is needed.
In time triggered architecture messages are
sent only in fixed time intervals and no extra
messages are accepted and a missing message
is detected. To detect an old message, which
comes at a correct time some additional
means are needed.
Message replication can help to cover deleted
message, but it does not help against
repetition.
Feedback message can reveal a missing
message when the sender of the original
message is expecting the feedback. The
sender must be able to inform the receiver
about the error or the receiver may detect the
error with a time-out function.
Receiver accepts messages only when they
arrive in time or during a predefined time
window. Usually exception handling is used
to react upon delayed messages.
Transmission of messages is controlled by a
hardware that opens and closes the access
path for the transmitter to the communication
media.
Similar to bus guardian, but can be
implemented by software at the
communication subsystem; after transmitting
a certain message, that particular message is
put in “quarantine” for a given period of time
before it can be transmitted again by the
particular transmitter.
Even one-bit numbers or time stamps can
detect an inserted message. To detect more
synchronised errors, longer sequence
numbers are needed.

Failure mode

Requirement
relation to SIL
In SIL level 1 at least
one protective
method is needed. In
high SIL levels (3 or
4) several methods
must be used or the
used method shall be
effective enough.

Protective method
Identification
procedure

Safety code (for
example, CRC)
Feedback message

Message replication

Alternating
messages

Source and
destination
identifier
Hamming distance
applied to node
addresses or
message identifiers
Incorrect
sequence

The messages need to
be received in the
same sequence as
they are sent.

Sequence number

Discussion of
relation to SIL

Feedback message

In SIL level 1 at least
one protective
method is needed. In
high SIL levels (3 or
4) several methods
must be used or the
used method shall be
effective enough.

Time stamp

Replication

Time triggered
architecture

Alternating
messages

Corrupted
message

The messages must
be received correctly.
If the message is
incorrect it must be
neglected.

Safety code (e.g.
CRC)

Discussion of
relation to SIL
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Characteristics of the protective method
The members of the network check the
identity of the other members prior to the
start of the system or prior to the transmission
of a specific message. Identity may include,
for example, information about software and
hardware versions.
The method adds into the message a checking
code; also other types of data consistency
checks are available.
Feedback message can reveal an inserted
message. The sender must be able to inform
the receiver about the error.
The receiver may require message repetition
and if the message is not repeated it is not
accepted.
Even the most simple alternating between
two acceptable messages can detect inserted
message. To detect two inserted messages or
more complex errors more complicated
alteration is needed.
Source information can reveal a message,
which is coming from a wrong source.
The node addresses or message identifiers are
selected so that any single bit failure in the
address or in the identifier produces a nonused address or identifier and can thus be
noticed by the receivers
Even one-bit numbers or time stamps can
detect a situation when two messages change
their sequence. To detect more synchronised
errors, longer sequence or time stamp
numbers are needed.
Feedback message may detect incorrect
sequence, if the feedback contains a sequence
number. Also if the feedback messages are
received in wrong order the sequence could
also be wrong.
If the receiver is expecting replication, but it
receives a new message it detects wrong
sequence. Additional measures may be
needed if four messages can be in a wrong
sequence.
In time triggered architecture messages are
sent only in fixed time intervals. If the
sequence were wrong it should be sent and
received at correct time.
Even the simplest alternating between two
acceptable messages can detect a situation
when two messages change their sequence.
To detect more complex errors more
complicated alteration is needed.
In all communication the messages include at
least a parity bit to detect corrupted
messages. Usually the receiver can detect all
bit errors up to a defined amount (Hamming
distance). In safety-related messages the
safety codes are often 16 to 32 bits long. The
safety code length depends on message
length.

Failure mode

Requirement
In SIL level 1 at least
one protective
method is needed. In
high SIL levels (3 or
4) several methods
must be used or the
used method shall be
effective enough.

Delay

Replication

Maximised
Hamming distance
between
meaningful
messages
Cryptographic
techniques

The delay in
receiving acceptable
message must be
detected and
measures need to be
done to avoid
hazardous situation.

Time stamp

Discussion of
relation to SIL

Time triggered
architecture

In SIL level 1 at least
one protective
method is needed. In
high SIL levels (3 or
4) several methods
must be used or the
used method shall be
effective enough.

Masquerade

Protective method
Feedback message

Only messages,
which come from
correct sender to
correct receiver must
be accepted.

Time out
Feedback message

Prioritisation of
messages
Inhibit times

Safety code

Feedback message
Discussion of
relation to SIL
In SIL level 1 at least
one protective
method is needed. In
high SIL levels (3 or
4) several methods
must be used or the
used method shall be
effective enough.

Cryptographic
techniques
Hamming distance
applied to node
addresses or
message identifiers
Identifiers for
sender and receiver
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Characteristics of the protective method
Feedback message can reveal a corrupted
message, if it contains a safety code.
If there is an error in a single message then
the replicated message reveals an error. To
avoid errors, which are repeated in replicated
messages, more complex methods are
needed.
If there is an error in the message, which is
smaller than the Hamming distance between
meaningful messages, the error is detected.
To detect longer errors, a longer Hamming
distance or other methods are needed.
Authentication is applied and cryptographic
code is added to the message to protect
against malicious attacks.
Time stamp, which is long enough, can
detect a delay. Too short time stamp may
randomly cause acceptable time codes.
Time out function in the receiver detects a
delayed message.
Feedback signals inform the sender when the
message is received and it knows then if the
message is delayed.
In time triggered architecture messages are
sent only in fixed time intervals. If the
message does not come during the acceptable
time window the delay is detected by the
receiver.
The messages are prioritised to enable safetycritical messages to access the bus with
minimum delay.
Similar to bus guardian, but can be
implemented by software at the
communication subsystem; after transmitting
a certain message, that particular message is
put in “quarantine” for a given period of time
before it can be transmitted again by the
particular transmitter.
Safety code helps to detect a non-authentic
message if the message is generated
randomly. Common safety codes may not be
as effective against malicious attacks, but a
special code may be needed.
Feedback message informs the sender that a
message is received. The sender may notice
the inserted message.
Authentication is applied and cryptographic
code is added to the message to protect
against malicious attacks.
The node addresses or message identifiers are
selected so that any single bit failure in the
address or in the identifier produces a nonused address or identifier and can thus be
noticed by the receivers
When all the senders and receivers are
known, no additional senders are accepted.
Feedback message reveals then malicious
attacks.

8.4.3

Validation of strategy against system failures

Validation strategy against communication system failures need to be chosen according to
relevant standards (e.g. IEC 61508 or IEC 62061). Common standards, which are related to
programmable control systems, are most credible. The strategy need to consider at least
hardware, software, architecture, conformed parts (according to relevant standards), COTS
(commercial off the shelf) components, safety principles and compare them to stated
requirements.
Failure mode

Requirement

Protective method

Characteristics of the protective
method

Crash

The system must
continue working

Redundance

Omission

All the tasks must Redundance
be operated

Redundant system is a system where
one or more components may fail
and that can still provide a specified
service.
Redundant system is a system where
one or more components may fail
and that can still provide a specified
service.

Timing

The functions
must happen in
right time.

Corrupted
data

Byzantine

8.5

Time triggered
architecture

In time triggered architecture messages
are sent only in fixed time intervals. If
the message does not come during the
acceptable time window the delay is
detected by the receiver.

Redundance

Redundant system is a system where
one or more components may fail
and that can still provide a specified
service.
Redundant system is a system where
one or more components may fail
and that can still provide a specified
service.

Redundancy

Safety code (e.g.
CRC)

In all communication the messages
include at least a parity bit to detect
corrupted messages. Usually the
receiver can detect all bit errors up to a
defined amount (Hamming distance). In
safety-related messages the safety codes
are often 16 to 32 bits long. The safety
code length depends on message length.

Redundance

Redundant system is a system where
one or more components may fail
and that can still provide a specified
service.

Validation of the time triggered application when
using COTS

Basically validation of all complex control systems is equal when looking the systems in high
level. The design process, component quality factors, architectural factors need to be validated
by using analysis reviews and tests. In time triggered systems the focus is on certain error types
and related defensive methods. However, many factors in COTS systems are already validated
and only the user solutions (HW and SW) need to be in deep consideration.
When the designer is using COTS components in the application it is good to verify that the
components are specified to be suitable to the solution. Usually, it is not even possible to get all
information about COTS components needed in complete validation. Therefore certificates are
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needed to prove properties. The designer need to check that all the information and certificates
are available. The validation process is realised and documented during the design according to
proper standards (e.g. IEC 61508).
COTS components need to be certified at least to the same performance level (e.g. SIL) as
required in the application. If this is the case and all the information is available, the validation
can focus on application software and hardware. Quite often the weakest points are interfaces
between subsystems and they need to be checked always thoroughly.
If all the needed certificates and other information is not available also the COTS components
need to be validated as well as possible. It may be good to apply software isolation techniques to
be sure that the COTS software does not interfere with other software. So called wrapper can be
the interface between the COTS and other software.
In time triggered systems it is possible to choose the topology according to the application. This
is one way to prevent a failure from spreading to the complete system. However, the topology
need to be chosen carefully in order to minimize the most possible and fatal errors.

8.6

Tools and Methods

8.6.1

FI-methods

Fault injection has been shown to be a very good method to validate embedded systems.
Methods such as heavy-ion and software implemented fault injection has been used on various
implementations. For a better understanding of these, please see references [15] and [16].

8.6.2

Simulink models

Simulink has been shown to be a good tool for building models of the system, although it is not
within the scope of this report to further address this issue.
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9

How to choose time triggered COTS

9.1

How to choose communication system

The designer needs to consider several issues or requirements when choosing distributed system
into a specific application. The requirements can be essential i.e. the distributed system must
meet the requirements or they may be wishes, which give added value to the system.

Question
Are useful
commercial
distributed
systems available?
Is safety bus more
suitable than
standard bus?
Is time triggered
system more
suitable than
event-triggered
system?
Is the response
time critical?

Must the system
tolerate a single
failure (two
failures)?
Do the
communication
players share the
same media?
Do multiple
processor nodes
guarantee better
safety level than
single processor
nodes
Is the safety
system separated
Is it good to divide
systems into
smaller
subsystems?

Remarks
It is recommended to use commercial distributed system, because of
safety, reliability, maintainability and economy.

Safety bus can guarantee integrity, timeliness and correct sequence of
messages better than standard buses. Also authenticity can be better.
Safety bus does not guarantee better availability than standard bus. Safety
busses are made on a standard bus by adding safety features.
Time triggered systems can offer good integrity, authenticity, timeliness
and correct sequence. The response time can be defined precisely, whereas
in event-triggered safety buses can detect prolonged response time with
e.g. "watch dog" timer. Time triggered systems may offer topologies more
suitable to specific applications.
- Response time may be related to average response time. This means that
certain capacity is needed.
- Response time can be related to maximum response time, which may not
be exceeded. Typically basic event-triggered systems cannot guarantee a
specific response time. The response time depends on communication
traffic at the network. Whereas, time- triggered distributed systems
guarantee a specific response time.
In some applications continuous control is needed all the time (e.g. driving
a car). If the control is lost the system becomes unsafe. Typically a single
wire cannot guarantee single fault tolerance, but at least two wires and
communication links are needed.
Are there means against error types like "babling idiot" and priority
inversion. Is an isolation of part of the network needed.

Multiple processor systems other processors may still perform safety
function if one fails. However, nowadays, there are techniques, which may
reveal processor errors and initiate error handling if the processor fails.

The safety functions may have their own communication media (wire).
This may be e.g. safety bus or simple on/off signal.
Small systems are usually easier to understand than bigger systems. In
bigger systems all the needed information is in hands. One failure in a
small subsystem does not necessarily spread into complete system. In a
system, with a single bus a failure may easily spread into the complete
system. Also a suitable topology may restrict the spreading of a failure.
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Question
Is the
communication
media limited to
safety-related
messages?
May a single
message have
several receivers
Are new members
allowed to join the
communication
network?
Is the error
handling
procedure suitable
to the system?
Is it better to begin
design with a
clean sheet or are
previous systems
an advantage?

Which topology is
most useful?
Other issues

Remarks
- The distributed system can be limited only to safety-related messages.
The system is well-defined.
- The distributed system may use open media for communication. There
can be both standard messages and safety-related messages. The integrity,
authenticity, timeliness and correct sequence of the messages coming from
undefined zone are well checked.
In most distributed systems there is a defined connection between
transmitter and a single receiver. Internet is an example of a system, which
allows not predefined communication routes to be used for messages.
Usually safety-related systems are well-defined and new members may
not enter the network.

Error handling system may stop the communication, prevent unaccepted
messages to enter the receiver, begin error handling procedure (e.g. restart
communication, ask for repeating the message), or error handling can be
programmed to suit the application. The designer need to check is the
error handling procedure suitable for the application.
If the previous system is designed according to e.g. IEC 61508 it would be
good to use previous designs. If the previous safety system is not designed
according a specific safety standard it would be complete the
documentation according to IEC 61508. Therefore in many cases it would
be better to begin with a clean sheet at least the documentation. If the old
system is proven to be error free it would be good to use parts of it also at
the new design.
Examples of topologies: star topology, ring topology (token ring, slotted
ring, register insertion ring), tree topology, bus topology and dual-bus
hybercubes topology.
- Reliability, immune against interferences, protection against
interferences, thermal noise, fading effects,
- unauthorized use, unauthorized software modifications, use of not
calibrated instruments, incorrect HW replacement
- capacity of the system, capacity to increase the system,
- interface to other systems, compatibility with other systems,
- available components,
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10

SIL certified components

SIL is defined as Safety Integrity Level by the means of IEC61508 and comprises a measure for
the amount of risk reduction a E/E/PES function in a system contributes with. The SIL level
regards all aspects in the realization of such a function. The SIL level is generally subdivided
into three parts: The hardware safety integrity level, the software safety integrity level and the
systematic safety integrity level. Only when these three parameters are equal a overall safety
integrity level may be claimed if in addition the specified design process (safety life cycle) have
been followed.
Systematic safety integrity aims to show that sufficient measures have been used in order to
avoid the introduction of failures during the specification, design and manufacturing of the
system. Also refer to IEC 61508-2 Annex A.3
Software safety integrity aims to show that well established principles and methods have been
used in order to ensure that the software is designed, integrated and verified sufficiently to suite
in a safety-related application. Also refer to IEC 61508-3.
Hardware safety integrity aims to show that the physical hardware used in the subsystems is
configured correctly and reliable enough to be suitable in a safety related application. Also refer
to IEC 61508-2 to its full extent. When estimating the probability of failure the following
parameters shall be regarded according to IEC 61508-2:
Table X: Fundamental hardware requirements

Ref.
a)

b)

Parameter
E/E/PE safety related
system architecture as
its relates to each safety
function
λDD

c)

λD

d)

Susceptibility of
common cause failures
(β)

e)

Diagnistic coverage
(DC) and and the DC
test interval

f)

Interval of proof test

g)

Repair times for
detected failures
(MTTR)
λD for communication

h)

Comment
Deciding which failure modes are in a series
configuration and which are in a parallel
configuration
The estimated rate of failure that would cause
a dangerous failure to the E/E/PES but which
are detected by diagnostic tests
The estimated rate of failure that would case a
dangerous failure to the E/E/PES which are
undetected by the diagnostic tests
A common cause failure is such a failure that
causes coincident failures in two or more
channels in a multiple channel systems.
Refer to IEC 61508-X annex D for guidelines
for quantification of common cause failures
The DC is calculated by DC = ∑ λDD / λD The
diagnostic test interval and the subsequent
time for repair constitutes the mean time for
restoration. Also refer to IEC 61508-2 clause
7.4.3.2.2 e) and annex C).
The interval at which proof tests are
undertaken to reveal faults that are undetected
by diagnostic tests.
See e) and IEC 61508-2 clause 7.4.3.2.2 g)

Refer to IEC 61508-2 clause 7.4.3.2.2 h)

In addition to the probability of failure shall also the safe failure fraction (SFF) and level of
hardware fault tolerance (N) be determined which primarily depends on the subsystem
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architecture. However, several other requirements also have to be fulfilled before it is possible
to claim conformance with a specific hardware safety integrity level. These requirements regard
e.g. the system behaviour at fault and the integration process.
It is important to remember that a SIL level only applies for a specific function and its
application in the actual equipment under control (EUC) and not solely on the selection of
subsystems. This means that the rated SIL on a pre-certified subsystem indicates what kind of
safety related functions that particular subsystem is suitable for use.
When using a SIL classified OTS subsystem as a part of the safety-function the most important
parameters to require from the vendor are:
-The proof test interval
-The maximum achievable SIL
-The PFH or PFD value
-If the denoted SIL applies for continuous mode of operation or on demand.
The given SIL may then be used for retrieving necessary parameters such as level of hardware
fault tolerance and the safe failure fraction to be used in the calculations of the resulting SIL for
the complete target safety-function.
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Appedix A

Validation techniques

Table A1. Validation and risk analysis techniques [Hérard et. al. 2002].
Technique

Useful in
SW/HW/
system

Risk analysis
and
requirements

Design,
error/failure
finding

Implementation

Risk assessment (EN
1050)
Computer-aided
specification tools
Cause – consequence
analysis
Event tree analysis

system

HR

-

-

HW/SW/
system
HW/SW/
system
HW/SW/
system
HW/SW/
system
HW/SW/
system
HW/SW/
system
SW

R

-

-

R

-

-

R

-

-

HR

-

-

HR

R

-

R

R

-

R

HR

-

HW/SW/
system
SW
SW
SW
HW/SW
HW/SW/
system

R

R

-

R
R
R
R
HR

-

PHA
HAZOP
Structured
design/analysis
State transition
diagrams
Unified modelling
language (UML)
Data flow analysis
Control flow analysis
Formal methods
Worst case analysis
FMEA

FTA

HW/SW/
system

HR

Common mode
analysis
Markov modelling

HW/SW/
system
HW/
system
HW/SW/
system

(R)

HR
HR
HR
R
HW:HR,
system:HR
SW: R
HW:HR,
system:HR,
SW: R
R

R

HR

-

-

HR

-

SW (/HW)
HW/SW/
system
HW/SW/
system
HW/SW

R
HR

HR
HR

HR
HR

R

R

R

-

HR

HR

Sneak circuit analysis
Software sneak
analysis
Fagan inspections
Walkthroughs
Simulation
Fault injection

-

-

HR= Highly recommended for the specific design phase. R= Recommended for the
specific design phase.
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Table A2. Description of validation and risk, analysis methods [Hérard et. al. 2002].
Method

Purposes

Applicability

Efficiency

References

Risk assessment
(EN 1050)

Risk assessment
according to EN
1050 is made to
machines by
proceeding hazard
by hazard.
Checklist
presented in the
standard helps to
find hazards.
Set of tools based
on mathematical
modelling used to
specify
requirements for
computer systems
and software.

The method is useful
in finding hazards.
The method covers
hazards presented in
Machine Directive.

Method is
effective in
finding hazards
generated by
machines.

EN 1050,
Machine
Directive

In the safety life
cycle, following the
hazard and risk
analysis, such tools
support the
correspondence
between hazards and
requirements
specification.
Method is good in
describing hazards.

Facilitates the
IEC 61508-7
traceability of
safety design
steps taken
during safety life
cycle
development.

The method
describes the
hazards well.

IEC 61508-7

Together with the
fault tree analysis
and the cause
consequence diagram, constitutes a
powerful technique
to determine design
weaknesses.
The method is good
in finding hazards.

The method
describes the
hazards well.

IEC 60300-39.2000. Risk
analysis of
technological
systems.

The method is
effective in
finding hazards.
The knowledge
of the group
performing the
analysis affect
strongly to the
results.

By using practical
guide words the
method can be used
in several different
applications for
finding hazards.

The method is
effective in
finding hazards
when proper
guide words and
experts are
available.

IEC 60300-39
Dependability
management.
Part3:
Application
guide.
Section 9:
Risk analysis
of
technological
systems.
Draft IEC
61882 Ed. 1:
Hazard and
operability
(HAZOP)
studies –
Guide word
approach.
[IEC 60300]

Computer-aided
specification
tools

Cause –
consequence
analysis

Event tree
analysis

Cause –
consequence
analysis is used to
find and describe
hazardous
situations.
Graphic
representation of
events sequence
initiated by a top
event.

PHA

PHA is used to
find hazards and
hazardous
situations in early
phase of the
development
process.

HAZOP

HAZOP is used to
find hazards by
Using guide
words.
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Method

Purposes

Applicability

Efficiency

Structured
design/analysis

Tool for analysis
and design based
on graphical
representation.

There are several
approaches to
structured software
development, many
of them not suitable
for real-time
systems. At the same
time such systems
might gain quite a
lot from using
structured methods
and tools.

State transition
diagrams

One type of
diagram used in
structured analysis
and design of realtime systems

The state transition
diagrams describe
the states of the
different processes
which constitute the
other diagrams in a
structured
analysis/design
representation
model.

[IEC 61508When using
methods such as 7], C.2.1.6
e.g. Yourdon,
JSD, MASCOT,
SADT,
the system is
refined in several
levels of
abstraction, from
context diagram
down to mini
specifications
and data
dictionaries.
[IEC 615087], B.2.3.2

Unified
modelling
language (UML)

Tool for modelling
and describing
object-oriented
software systems.

Data flow
analysis

Specific faults
are not
necessarily
pointed out, but
anomalies that
could lead to
program errors
are detected.
Control flow
Static technique for Identifies and
analysis is a widely predicting safe and
provides an
used approach for computable set of
adequate
analysing
functions that the
understanding of
functional and
objects of a program the manner
object oriented
may assume during functions should
programs.
execution.
be construct for a
reliable and
efficient system.

[IEC 615087], C.5.10

As a notation for
describing systems.
As an analytical
tool for calculating

[IEC 615083], A.1, A.2,
A.4 & B.5

Control flow
analysis

Formal methods

UML diagrams are
visual tools for
describing system
design views,
components,
processes and
human-computer
interactions.
Determine the
Static technique that
characteristics of
combines the
program structures information obtained
from the control
flow analysis.

If applied from
requirements
specification to
implementation, a
complete
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Method is easy to [RUMBAUG
use and has
H]
visual expression
capability.

In principle,
formal methods
can accomplish
the equivalent of
exhaustive

[IEC 615087], C.5.9
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Method

Purposes

Applicability

and predicting the
behaviour of systems.

verification is
required. This is
rarely done in
practice
HW- Used for
design analysis of
MOS and BJT IC
circuits.
SW- identifies the
time, memory or
communication
critical features.
FMEA can be used
for SW, HW to
support other
analysis techniques
such as FTA, DD, or
MA.

Worst case
analysis

Exposes
the
performance of a
system
under
extreme conditions
of operation.

FMEA

FMEA is used for
identifying failure
modes of a system,
or piece-part, and
determining the
effects at the next
higher level.
FTA is used to
show critical paths
to hazardous
situations. Focuses
on one particular
event (top event or
failure condition)
and provides a
method the causes
of this event.
Common mode
analysis is used to
complete other
failure analysis e.g.
FTA, Dependence
diagram or Markov
analysis.

FTA

Common mode
analysis

Markov
modelling

Sneak circuit
analysis
Software sneak
analysis

Efficiency

testing, if applied
all the way from
requirements to
implementation.
Determines the
worst case
performance, but
does not
determine the
statistical weighting of
performance.
FMEA is
effective in
finding single
HW failures. It
can reveal
critical parts of
the software.
FTA can be used for FTA gives a
HW, SW, systems
clear view of
and it may include
critical parts of
e.g. human actions
the system.
and reliability
calculations.

Qualitative
assessment to verify
independence of
Logically ANDed
events in the FTA,
dependence diagram,
or Markov analysis.

Items containing
identical
hardware and/or
software may be
susceptible to
common or
generic faults
which may cause
simultaneous
malfunctions in
multiple items.
Markov modelling Applicable method
The method can
is used to reliabili- to model the failure be used to
ty calculations in a performance of a
calculate realistic
system. Markov
repairable system
repair times,
Analysis technique over a wide range of various system
represents various failure rates and
configurations,
states and the rela- repair times
and realistic
tionships among
system features,
them.
including
diagnostic testing
for fault tolerant
systems.
Sneak circuit
Applicable method
It is labour
analysis is used to to hardware,
intensive
detect an
software and the
method. It is also
unexpected path
combined system.
likely to be
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Method

Fagan
inspections

Walkthroughs

Simulation

Fault injection

Purposes

Applicability

within a system,
which can initiate
an undesired
function or inhibit
a desired function.
Fagan inspection is
a formal
walkthrough
method. The
method has certain
fixed phases.

Can be applied to
programs written in
any language.

Efficiency

performed late in
the development
cycle, so changes
will be
expensive.
Fagan inspection
Fagan inspection
covers the whole
is a cost effective
design process
method to find
errors or failures
in design. Errors
in details may be
hard to find.
Walkthroughs are The manufacturer of Walkthroughs
used to ensure that the product examine helps the actor to
the safety-related
regarding doubts and find doubts and
system complies
weak points
weak points so
with the
concerning the
that they may be
requirements given realisation and use
resolved.
in the
of the product.
Doubts and weak
specification.
points are
documented.
Simulation is used The functions of the Simulation
for a systematic
safety-related
informs about
and complete
circuits are
functional
inspection of an
simulated on a
performance and
electrical or
computer using
the correct
electronic circuit.
behavioural model
dimensioning of
Including both the software.
the components.
functional
performance and
the correct
dimensioning of
the components.
Fault injection
Detailed functional
Fault injection is
techniques are
block and source
a qualitative
used to introduce
code is used to
method of
or simulate faults
describe the location assessing
into system
and type of fault and dependability.
software or in
how fault injection is By applying fault
some cases into
introduced.
injection
hardware. The
methods to
response is then
seriously stress
documented.
the software
design during
execution,
system designers
gain valuable
information
about new
hazards
unaccounted in
earlier analysis.
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Appendix B
COTS

Design process for a system utilizing

This example of a validation plan gives an overview of aspects, which usually need to be
considered in validating communication system. The example is not following strictly
any standard, but it utilizes methods from different documents.
1. Introduction
In this validation process it is assumed that the basis for communication are
COTS (commercial off the shelf) components. Many aspects of this process can
be used to compare safety and reliability issues of different solutions.
2. Scope
This validation process is made for communication systems, the considered
issues are relevant for communication and for other systems they may be
irrelevant.
This validation process utilizes when practical the following standards:
- IEC 61508–1. Functional safety of electrical/electronic/programmable
electronic safety-related systems. Part 1: General requirements.
o The standard shows the general design process for safetyrelated systems. The process is good when a new system is
designed. For an existing system some documents can be hard
to produce.
- IEC 61508-2. Functional safety of electrical/electronic/programmable
electronic safety-related system Part 2: Requirements for
electrical/electronic/ programmable elec-tronic safety-related systems.
o Communication related risks are found from IEC 61508-2
chapter 7.4.8.
- IEC 62061. 2004. Safety of Machinery – Functional safety of electrical,
electronic and programmable control systems for machinery.
o The standard is related to IEC 61508 and it is meant for
machinery applications. There are no specific communication
requirements, but many requirements related to design.
- prEN ISO 13849-1. 2004 (draft). Safety of machinery – Safety-related
parts of control systems – Part 1: General principles for design.
o The standard is going to replace EN 954-1. There are no
specific communication requirements. However, most safety
buses are validated against EN 954-1.
- EN 50159-2. Railway applications. Communication, signalling and
processing systems. Part 2: Safety-related communication in open
transmission systems.
o The standard gives requirements related to general
communication and messages used in communication. The
standard is not related machinery, but it is applicable in many
sectors.
3. Specification documents
In the validation process specification documents are needed. Also with respect
to COTS components documentation is needed. In some cases the
communication COTS can be validated to a high category (according to EN
954-1) or safety integrity level (according to IEC 61508). This would help the
validation process. If the required level is not reached with COTS additional
measures are needed.
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4. Operational and environmental conditions
Operation conditions and limits for use of the equipment under control need to
be specified.
5. Define hazards
First task is to define the hazards and dangerous situations, which can happen if
the system does not work in the right way. This means high level analysis,
which does not go deep in details. To define hazards "preliminary hazard
analysis (PHA)" is made. After PHA a more detailed analysis for the control
system can be done with respect to safety-critical parts of the system. This
includes also communication system. Common analysis are HAZOP (Hazard
and operability study) and FMEA (Failure mode and effect analysis).
6. Safety requirements
The applied standards and the requirements stated by manufacturer are checked.
Safety requirements from the risks are derived. There must be requirements
related to all threats introduced by EN 50159-2.
The following checklists can be used if the communication system is designed
according to IEC 61508. If this is not the case other means need to be
considered.
NT TECHN REPORT 459. Guideline for the Validation of Functional
Safety according to IEC 61508
6.5.3.3 (Overall safety requirements)
6.5.6.1.3 (PES overall safety requirements realisation)
IEC 61508-2 Table B1 (E/E/PES safety requirements specification)
It is checked which category (EN 954-1) or SIL (IEC 61508) requirements are
met and allocated the requirements to the relevant parts of the system. The task
in this case is rather to define the current level of safety performance for each
function than to set clear acceptance criteria for the device.
The following standards are applied when applicable, in the safety validation
process:
EN 62061. Safety of machinery - Functional safety - Electrical, electronic and
programmable electronic control systems.
prEN ISO 13849-1 (EN 954-1 revision). 2004. Safety of machinery - Safetyrelated parts of control systems - Part 1: General principles for design.
7. Safety principles
The following check lists are used to verify the general safety of the system:
- IEC 61508-2 table B5 (E/E/PES safety validation) is used as checklist.
- Basic safety principles that are stated in EN ISO 13849-2 are checked.
- Well-tried safety principles that are stated in EN ISO 13849-2 are checked.
- Safety principles in bus communication are described.
8. Hardware validation
Design failures can be found using many different tactics for recognising
failures. Good quality and project management in the design phase is needed in
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error free design process. However, they do not guarantee the error free design.
The following checklist is used:
NT TECHN REPORT 459. Guideline for the Validation of Functional Safety
according to IEC 61508
- 6.5.6.3.3 (Checklists for PES hardware safety validation)
Stochastic hardware failures are analysed using FMEA. FMEA is made
according to IEC 812 and the failure mode tables in EN ISO 13849-2 are
applied. First the analysis is carried out on block level to see the critical parts of
the system. After this the critical parts are analysed in more detailed level.
The aim is to find, at first, the critical failures and put them into fault tree. The
MTTF (mean time to dangerous failure) values are then calculated according to
MIL handbook 217 F and Siemens Failure Rates of Components SN 29500. The
proportions of dangerous failures are calculated by picking up the distributions
from RAC handbook (Failure mode/ mechanism distributions). The total MTTF
value estimation is calculated from the fault tree.
Walkthrough is used to evaluate the structure of the system. In walkthrough the
system is checked block by block in order to see if the safety functions are
adequate.
9. Software validation
The software includes generic software, which is common for all units, and also
a lot of parameters, which are unique for the specific application. This
validation covers only the generic software. The application software is tested
during the installation and the first use.
A person carrying out a software validation process has to understand the
program structure and the main functional blocks. SA model is used in order to
make this process easier. State transition diagrams are also used to understand
the program.
The following checklist related to software is inspected:
NT TECHN REPORT 459. Guideline for the Validation of Functional Safety
according to IEC 61508 section 6.5.6.1.4 Checklist for PES software safety
realisation
Good design practice is checked (IEC 61508-3 table B1) in order to be sure that
some difficult structures are not used commonly in the program code.
Table IEC 61508 – 3 annex, B2 Dynamic analysis and testing.
Table A.7 Software safety validation, A9 Software verification, A.10 Functional
safety assessment and B1 Design and coding standards.
Walkthrough is used to evaluate the logical structure of the system. In
walkthrough the system is checked block by block in order to see are the safety
functions adequate.
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